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ABSTRACT

This study was designed to investigate the

relationship of eye movements of grade five pupils to

variations in readability leve1s. A further purpose was

to assess the effect of these variations on the eye

movements of pupils of poor, average, and good reading

ab il ity.

Twenty pupils were selected at random for each of

three groupings of poor, average, and good readers from a

total of 2I3 grade'five students. Each subjectrs indepen-

dent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1 was determined

us]-ng the Botel Reading Inventory A.

Eye movenents were recorded for each subj ect at

each of the three 1eve1s using E.D.L.rs Biornetric Read.ing

Eye II and passages from the Reading Eye Test Selections.

Number of f j-xations and regressions, average duration of

fixation, average reading rate, and compïehension

percentage were computed for each recording.

Analysis of variance was used to determine the

significance of both inter-group and intra-group variations

and post-hoc comparisons were made using Student Newman-

Keuls tests. The five per cent level of significance was

V



set as the acceptable 1evel for significant difference.
Analysis of the results revealed significant

differences between poor, average, and good readers in the

number of fixations, regressions, average span of
recognition, and average reading rate when reading at

their independent, instructional, and frustration 1evels.

Poor readers also exhibited a significantly longer aveïage

duration of fixation than either average or good readers

at their independent, instructional, and frustration
levels but no significant difference in average duration

of fixation was found between average and good readers

at these levels.

No significant differences were found in the

number of fixations, number of regressions, and average

span of recognition of grade five students reading at their
independent or instructional leve1s.

Signlficant differences were found in a1l eye

movement components, number of fixations, number of

regressions, average span of recognition, average d.uration

of fixation, and average reading rate, of grade five
students reading at their independent or frustration 1eve1s.

Graphs of the mean values for the eye movements of

average and good readers indicated a linear trend from

independent to instructional to frustration 1eve1s for

V1
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average span of recognition and average duration of

fixation. The performance of poor readers for average

span of recognition and average duration of fixation did

not follow the same pattern as that for average and good

readers but, rather, suggested a significant relationship
between approprj.ateness of material (instructional 1eve1)

and eye movement behavior which warrants further invest-
igation. Further support for this relationship \^ias

provided by the superior performance of poor and average

readers in terms of the number of fixations and regressions

exhibited at their instructional level as opposed to the

independent or frustration leve1s.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS

Introduct ion

Eye-movement photography has made a significant

contribution to research in reading by allowing the

researcher to examine the visual process the reader uses

when he engages in reading behavior. It has helped to

demonstrate relationships between specific physiological

and performance variables, offering insight into both the

functional and interpretive aspects of the reading process.

Since the teacherrs conceptualization of the reading

process forms a basis for instructional procedures and

rnaterials selected f or the child, it j_s the writer's hope

that this study will contribute to a clearer conceptuali-

zation of that process. SpecificaTIy, the purpose of this
study was to investigate the relationship of eye movements

to variations in readability 1eve1s.

Significance of the Study

Eye-novement photography can provide specific con-

crete physiolclgical data with which to examine the relat-
ionships which exist between specific variations such as

1
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readabíLity ín reading naterial and the reading process.

This can provide greater specificity and focus than is

possible through more general discussions of the reading

process.

A study by Ruddell examined the effect on reading

conprehension of written patterns of language structure

which occur with high and low frequency in children's oral

language. He examined the relationship between reading

comprehension and linguistic complexity and found that

reading comprehension scores on passages hrritten w ith high

frequency patterns of language structure were significant-
Ly superior to comprehension scores on passages written
with 1ow frequency patterns of language structure.l
Strickland's study of the language of elementary school

children also supported this relationship between silent
reading conprehension and the structure of children's oral

.)

language. "

Smith studied orl hundred and tl^/enty students from

nine different grade 1evels to determine whether synt act-

ical1y more complex structures increase reading difficulty

lRobert B. Rudde11, "Language Acquisition and the
Reading ProceSSr" Theoreti_ca1 l,lode1s and Processes of
Reading, eds. Harr
International Read

y Singer and Robert B. Ruddell (Newark
ing Association, 1969), pp. 1-19.

2Ruth B. Strickland, The Language of Elementary
School Children: Its Relatíonship to the Language of Read-
ing Textbooks and the Quality of Reading'of Selected
Children, Uqli_ç!¿n_of the School of Education, Indiana
university, vo1. xxiviTrJo. w.86.
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or whethe:: all stud.ents, regardless of grade 1eve1, have

the sanìe syntactic ski1ls and thus read with equal

f.aci1-ity material written at different leve1s of syntac-

tic maturity provided the vocabulary and content are näf¿

constant. He concluded that for students in grades four,
five and six, fourth grade writing appeared to be easier

to read than writing by more mature students but more

mature students in grades eight through twelve found

eighth graðe writing easier to read than either the

syntactically simpler fourth grade naterial or the syn-

tactically more complex twelfth grade material. His study

would seem to support the relationship between syntactical
maturity of the reader and hj-s conpreherrsíon.3

If it can be demonstrated that changes in readab-

ility significantly affect the eye movement components of

fixations, Tegressions, span of recognition, duration of

fixation and reading rate, then the following questions

may be proposed for further examination and discussion:

1. What is the effect of vocabulary load on eye movement

behavi or ?

2. What is the effect of sentence length on eye movement

behavior?

3w:-tliam L. Smith. "The Effect of Transforned
Syntactic Structure in Readi
Communication Process, ed. C

D8, t' La a e Readi and the
atl Braun ewar

ional Reading Association, I97I), pp. 52-62:
nternat -
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S. How do linguistic factors such as T-Units and Sentence-

Combining Transformations contribute to changes in
observed reading behavior?

4. What are the interrelati.onships among vocabulary,

sentence length and linguistic factors and eye-movement

behavior ?

If there are significant differences in the way in

which the eye movements of poor, average, and good readers

ate affected by changes in the above readabi'lity measures,

this study may focus attention on some of the following
questions:

1. l¡Ihat are some of the characteristics of poor, average,

and good readers which nay account for this difference?

2. Are certain measured features of the material more

crucial to some readers than others in terms of their
eye movement efficiency or comprehension?

0n the other hand, if this study supports the

findings of Morse4 and Ballentine5.orr."rning the stability
of eye movement performance on material involving changes

in difficulty, the relationship between comprehension and

1eve1 of difficulty could require further investigation.

4William
arch

C.
in

Morse, "The Tndividuality of Eye Move-
the Three R' s , eds . E. l,V. Hunnicut and

arper a Brothers, 1958), pp. 33-38.
mentsrtt Rese
W. Iverson T

Eye
Vo1.
pp.

5

Movem
IV(

67 -TI

CW OT

Francis A. Ballantine, "Age Changes
ents in Si-1ent Readirg," }þlrqgf_a"lll
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
1.

1n
in

Measures of
Education

Press, 1951) ,
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The Pr ob l ent

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

reLationship of eye movements to variations in readabil-

Lty 1eve1s. This Í/as accomplished by assessing the

reading perfoïmance of Grade five pupils reading passages

at their independent, instructional, and frustration

levels. An attempt was nade to relate the eye-movement 
I

compon.ents measured to the degree of difficulty of each

passage.

A further purpose Ìvas to assess the effect of

variations in readability on the eye movements of pupils

of poor, average, ancl good reading abi l ity.
It was postuiated that if changes in eye movements

occurred at. all there would be significant clifferences in
eye movement components at increasing 1eve1s of passage

difficulty and when material was presented that was beyond

the pupil's instructional 1eve1 of achievement.

More specifically, the study was designed to answer

the following questions:

i. l{hat ef f ect v¡i11 materials at the pupil's independ.ent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading

achievement have on the number of fixations and

regressions he exhibits in reading?

2. Holv will the average span of recognition, average

duration of fixation and reading rate the pupil exhib-

its during reading be affected by reading materials
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3

at his independent, instructional, and frustration

1eve1 s ?

What difference will exist among poor, average, and

good readers in the nunber of fixations and regress-

ions exhibited when reading passages at their indep-

endent, instructional, and frustration leve1s of

reading achievement?

What differences will exist among poor, average, and

goocl read.ers in the average span of recognition,
average duration of fixation and reading rate exhib-

ited in reading passages at their independent,

instructional,'and frustration levels of reading

achievement ?

4

Definition of Terms

The following eye-movement factors will be con-

sidered:

Fixations. - The definition of fixation was that provided

by Taylor. A fixation or a fixation pause is "that period

in reading a line of print during which the eyeball is
held stationary for a short time and during which percep-

tion takes p1".".ó

Sagcadg. - Following one f ixation, the eye jumps to a neì^/

fixation point. Thjs interfixation rnovement is ca11ed a

6stanford E.
the Reading Eye (New
Labofátoaies; fnc. ,

Eye Movement Photography withTaylor
York:

19óo),
Educat i ona 1
p. 36.

Deve loprneñt a1
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saccaae or saccadic movement.

Readabil i t Readability is a measure of the degree of

difficulty of reading material. In this study the term

readabi.lity will refer to the perceptual problems of under-

standability as measured by the following readability
formulas: Spache for grades 1-3, Lorge, yoakam, Dale-

Cha1l, and Flesch 1951 for junior high 1evel and above
-7onIy.

Regression. - A regression is a saccade followed by a

fixation but nade in a right to left direction along a

line of print. rt occurs as the individual is reading the

selection in the usual left-to-right sequence and should

not be confused with the return sweep as the individual
moves to begin the next line of print.
Span of Recognition. - The span of recognition is the

average number of words or word parts perceived during a

fixation. It was calculated by dividi-ng one hundred words

read by the number of fixatj-ons for one hundred words.

Duration of Fixation. - The cluration of f ixation is the

average length of time the eyes pause during a fix¿tion.
It was calculated by dividing the tine to read one hundred

words (in seconds) by the nulnber of fixations for one

hundred words.

7 For more details about readability see Appendix C
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Readi Rate. - Reading rate refers to the average number

of words read per minute (w.p.m.). It was calculated by

dividing six thousand by the time (in seconds) to read one

hundred words.

Definitions for the three functional 1evels of

reading performance were determined on the basis of crit-
ería established by the Botel Reading Inventory A. I

Independent Leve1. - u/as the highest 1eve1 at which the

student scored ninety-five percent or better on the Word

Recog nition Test and ninety percent or better on the Word

Opposites Test.

Instructi onal Leve1. - was the hi.ghest 1evel at which the

student scored between seventy percent and ninety percent

on the Word Recognitiolt Test and between seventy percent

and eighty pe::cent on the l{ord Opposites Test

General Procedures and Linitations
A sample of sixty grade five pupils was drawn from

four school-s selected at random in the Brandon School

Division Nunber 40. The Canadian Tests of Basic Skíl1s

was used as a measure of reading achievement to select

approximately twenty pupils for each of three groupings of

poor, average, and good readers. Each of these pupils was

then tested with the Botel Reading Inventory A to deternine

SMorton Bote1, Revised. Guide to the Botel Readili
Inventory (Chicago:
p. 2T.-_--

Follett Publis 1ng ompany,
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his independent, instructional, and frustration 1evels

of reading performance.

Pupils were then tested at each of these function-

aI reading levels with graded passages. After each graph

recording, the pupil's cornprehension was tested with ten

true-false questions.

Each graph was then ana1-yzed to determine the

number of fixations, regressions, the average duration of

fixation, average span of recognition and reading rate.
Where possible, this analysis was based upon the niddle one

hundred words for each passage.

Since there was an attempt to control the number of

good, averâge, and poor readers involved irr the study, the

generalizations based upon the results must be limited to

these categories. No attempt was made to control sanpling

in terms of intelligence, sex, chronological âge, or socio-

economic status. However, within this context, general-

ízations should be possible concerning inter-group and

intra-group variations in reading patterns.

A1so, the novelty of the equipment and testing
procedures used may have resulted in somewhat atypical

recordings of eye movements.

0rganization of the Study

Chapter

and theoretical

I has discussed the purpose, significance,

framervork of the study and included a
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procedural summary.

Chapter II will review the literature on eye-

rnovement studies that relate to the present study.

Chapter IIT will present a detailed description of

the design and procedures of the study

Chapter IV will present the analysis of data and

describe the findings of the study.

Chapter V will interpret and consider the implic-

ations of the findings. Limitations of the study, âs well

as suggestions for further research, will also be included

in this chapter.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The role of eye movements in the reading processs

has been an issue of concern and debate among many educ-

ators since the first studies undertaken by P. Javal in
the late nineteenth century. While the early research

was concerned, for the most part, with descriptive studies

that served to define and measure the factors involved in
eye movements during reading, later studies placed more

emphasis on the measurement of eye movements, their sig-
nificance to the reading process, and the factors influ-
encing their occurrence during reading. Possibly the

research on eye movements in relation to the reading process

can best be considered in light of the following questions:

(1) What eye movement components are measurable and how

can they be measured or described? (2) What influences

the indiviclual readerts eye movements? (3) What are the

possible uses and limitations of eye movement measurement

and analysis? (4) What contributions and linitati.ons are

suggested by the research? and (5) I{hat possibilities are

suggested f or need.ed research in th i s area?

11
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LITERATURE ON MEASUREMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT COI\{PONENTS

In reading, the eyes do not make a continuous

sweep across the page. Rather, the readerrs eyes pro-

gress in a series of alternating pauses and quick jerky

movements. The pauses, which are c.alled fixtions, last
only a fraction of a second and it is only d.uring this
time that the reader can see the stimuli. Jerky movements

ca11ed saccadic movements fo11ow the fixation pause and

a1low the reader to move to another point of fixation. rf
this saccadic movement is made in a right to left direction
as opposed to a left to right direction, the fixation pause

that follows it is termed a regression. poor readers tend

to make more regressions than good readers. During the

fixation paúse the reader recognizes letters, words or
possibly phrases and the size of the unit recognized is
called his span of recognitíon. The tine consumed by the
reader during the fixation pause may be calculatecl as hj s

duration of fixation. The time required for reading will
depend upon fixation time and movement time. Good reading

is characterized, by a wid.e recognition span, a sma1l

number of fixations per 1ine, and a sma11 number of
Tegress j on.s.

Fixat ions

As a person reads across a line of
make a series of stops known as fixations.

print, his eyes

Tinker found
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that fixations occupy from 92 to 94 per cent of the reading

time while movement of the eye from one fixation to another

involved the remaining 6 to 8 per cent of the reading
1

tine.* Taylorrs studies indicated that the average grade

one student made about 224 fixations per 100 words com-

pared to the average college reader who nade about g0

f ixations per 100 *otd.s.2

Saccadic lvlovements

Following one fixation, the eye jumps to a new

fixation poínt. This interfixation movernent is ca11ed a

saccade or saccadic movement. These saccadic movements,

stated Tinker, require from ten to twenty-three millisec-
onds.3 Thomas d.etermined that the reader does not ídentify
and recogni ze material while his eyes are in motion. His

study involved the projection of electronically activated
images so that they would appear only when the subj ect's
eyes rvent into motion, disappearing when movement ceased.

All subj ects failed to see the material that was presented

while their eyes were in motion. He concluded that
readers identify and recognize visual material only during

lMi1u, A. Tinker, ,,The
Movement Measures in Reading",
(Ju1y 1933): 381-87.

2Stanford E. Taylor,
!þe Reading Eye (New York:
oratories, 1960), p. 50.

3 Tinker, pp. 381-87.

Use and Limitations of
Psychological Review 40

Eye -

Eye Mov_ement Photography with
Educational Developmental Lab-
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4
eye Pauses or fixa'Lions Gilbert explored the relationship

between speed and accuracy of perception among college

students reading sirnple prose both with and without inter-

vening saccadic movements of the eyes. He concluded that

both good and poor readers made more perceptual errors

when they read with intervening saccadic movements than

they did v¿hen reading without intervening saccadic move-

ments.5 Saccadic movements are also associated with a sub*

stantially greater loss in visual perception for poor

readers than they are f or goo<1 r*ud"rr. 6 In addition,

Gilbert's results indicated that both good and poor readers

could process sirnple prose material mentally at a faster
rate and more accurately than they actually did when

reading with saccadic movements.T

Regressions

Most Tegressions are

rather than from a conscious

thought to result from habit

desire to double check or

...:.:

4r,. L1erve11yn Thomas, S eed Readin Practices and
Procedure s (Nervark , De larvare : nl-versrtv o awaT e
Readiñg-Study Center, 1963), pp. 126-27, cited by Kenneth
M. Ahrendt and Donald S. Mosedale, "Eye-Movement Photography
and the Reading Process", Journal of the Reading Speciqlist,
March 1971): 150

5Luther C. Gilbert, "saccadic Movement as a Factor
in Visual Perception in Reading"
!¡¿chology 50 (February 1959):

ufo rg, p. 1e .

7 r¡;.¿.

Journal of Educational
15-19.
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Teread a part that was not well understood,. S While these

Tegressions nay be unconscious, Thomas maintained that

they "indicate the time it has taken the reader to recog-

nize that his processing of information is incomp1ete.,,9

Taylorrs studies indicated that total regressions

may occupy one-fifth to one-third of the reading time.10

His normative studies shor'¡ed that the average grade one

reader made 52 regressions per 100 words, while the aveïage

college reader made only 1S regressions per 100 *otdr.11
Research done by Carmichael and Dearborn; Seibert; and

Taylor, Frackenpohl, and Petee indicated that the number of
regressions a reader makes is as consistent as the number

of f ixations he make ,.I2
Rereading is sometimes confused with regressions

and should be distinguished here as intentionally returnlng

o
"Tay1or, p.3E.
q"E. Llelvellyn Thomas r "Movements of the

8B-9s.
Eye".

Scientific American 2I9 (August 19ó8):
10* ; .-'Taylor, p.38.
11-^^Tay1or, p. 39.
1',)^-Leonard Carmichael and Walter F. Dearborn,

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1and Visual Fati ue (Boston:
ert, Reading Reactions for Varied Typesear

Subj ect Matter",
(September. 1 943) :

Frackenpohl, and
of the Validity o
ment of Readíng P
4 (International
1es9).

f Eye Movement Phot
erformance", Readin

a Mea
1n Societ
TOCee ].ngs,

Journal of Ex erimental Education 1

Y tan ayTo; c1

raphy as
in a Chan

Readin.q
srTJ :
of

2

r, Helen
tudies
sure -

or
James L. Pettee, "A Report on Two S

og

Reading Assoc at on on erence
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to a previously covered line, sentence or paragraph for a

second tine. A certain amount of this kind of "regressive"
movement is desirable, naintained Boy1e, when it serves

the purpose of verification, phrase analysis, and

re-examination of previous sentences, However, the hab-

itual regressions resulting from lack of attention, con-

fidence, or organizational ability contribute to ineffi-
ciency in readirg.lS

Span of Recognition

Probably no other eye-movement factor has stirred
as much controversy as the span of recognition. Observa-

tions and conclusions vary concerning the maximum possible

span and the role of peripheral vision in reading. Gray

studied the eye movements of persons from fourteen

different countries readi-ng their native languages. He

observed that the average s ilent reading spa,n was 1 . 6 words

and concluded that only a very sma11 amount of naterial is
perceived per eye ,top.tr4 Feinberg stuclied the degree of
visual acuity involved in the reader's peripheral vision.
His results indicated that the maximum span of apprehension

is about two inches or approximately 5 to 6 words at

L3

Movements
(September

T4

Evalyn Boyle
in Reading"
1942): 16-

, "The Nature
Jor"rrnal of Ex

and Causes of Regressive
erimental Educati-on, 11

Wiilian S. Gray, The Teachin of Readi.n and
Writing (Chicago: Scott,
pp. 53-59.

F oresman aÍt ompany,
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reading distance. Anything outside the two inches is not

visible in a single fixation. The average reader, he

cl-airned, sees only 4 or 5 letters imnediately around the

Í.ocaT point of a fixation with 100 per cent acuity.

Words that occur one inch from the fixation point are seen

with only 30 per cent acuity. l5 Carnichael and Dearborn

speculated that:

Cues from the print on either side of the
fixation may have been grasped which, though
they are not reportable, are useful in the
perception of what has been read during the
fixation pause or of what will be read during
the next fixation pause. Peripheral vision
may also aid in the determination of where.
thA next fixation pause is to be located.ro

Tinker also recognized the role of peripheral

v].s 10n

graphs

vision.

f ixat ion .

sees and

in reading. He concluded that eye-movement photo-

record the approximate center of the field of

Thís "fixation field" is ca11ed the point of

However, when fixating on this point, one also

fi e 1d. T7recognizes a part of the peripheral visual

' lsRichard Feinberg, "A Study of Some Aspects of
Peripheral Visual Acuity", American Journal of 0ptometry
and Archives of American Academ of0 t ome tr

, clte v ennet
60 (Febiuary-
t and Donaldren

S. Mosedale, "Eye Movement Photography ancl the Reading
Process", Journal of the Reading Specialist (lvlarch 1971)
153.

Marc

Fatigue,
1ó

p

L7

Carmichael and D

. 61, âs quoted
earborn,
in Taylor p.40.

Tinker, pp.381-87.
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Much of the controversy over maximum reading rates

can be attributed to differences in opinion regarding the

importance of peripheral vision to the rapid reader.

Walton related speed of perception to rate of reading .to

determine the upper lirnits of reading speed. Using a

tachistoscope, he studied the largest possible number of

letters, letter groups, or letter spaces one could see

at one fixation. Fron his calculations he judged that the

highest possible speed was 1451 words per minut".18

Clymer, in reviewing this study, suggested that the inves-

tigation failed to consider that anticipation of meaning

in context night increase the perceptual span consider-
1C)

ab1-y.-' Both Tinker and Spache contested the claims of

high reading. rates. They considered 800 to 900 words per

minute to be the upper linit for the very mature r""d"t.20
Spache based his calculation on the ninimum time required

for duration of fixation, interfixation movements, and

the return sweeps required at the end of each line of print.

18

Journal of
ome r

H. Walton, "Vision in Rapid Reading ," American
t ome tr and Archives of American Acaclem of

e ïuaTy te,C v ymer
an e en Robinson, "Chapter II: Reading",
Educati onal Research 31 (April 1961): 130-39.

19T. Clymer
Review of

and Helen Robinson, "Chapter II:
Reading",
137 .

Educational Research 3I (April 1961)

20

Review of

Miles A
ments in Reading",
zLs-3I.

Tinker, 'rRecent Studies of
Psychological Bu11eti"n 55

Eye Move-
(Ju1y 1965):
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In addition, he considered 2.5 to 3.0 words to be the

rnaximum number of worcls that the eye could possibly see

in a single fixation during continuous rcading.2l

Mclaughlin, however, believed that Spache's and others'

view of reading provided too narrow a definition. He

postulated a theory of "pare11e1 processing" by which the

speed reader sinultaneously decodes fragments of several

sentences seen in peripheral vision with 50 per cent acuity
- 22.

OT ICSS.

Duration of Fixation

Taylorrs studies of eye-movement photographs

indicated that the average duration of fixation ranges

fron about one-third of a second for first graders to
approximately one-quarter of a secon.d for typical college-

level readers and is rarely shorter than one-fifth of a

second even for the exceptionally competent reader. He

also noted that there was usually an inverse relationship
between duration of fixdtion and span of recognition. That

is, a person who made fewer fixations usually had a longer

average duration of fixation and a person who made more

21

Reading?",
)')uþ

Speeds", Journal of
Mcl,aughl in,
Reading 12

George D. Spache, "Is this a Breakthrough in
The Reading Teacher 15 (January 7962): 258-66.

G. Harry "Reading at ïnpossible
(March 1969): 449-54; 502-10.
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Lixations usually had a shorter average duration of fix-
.23atron.

Observation and Measurement of Eye Movements

Methods for the observation and measurement of eye

novements range from the very sirnple to the complex. Among

the most commonly used are the various types of opthalmo-

graphs and special novie cameïas, the first of which was

invented by Dodge in Igú.24 In this process, as the

individual reads a selection, sma11 beams of light are

reflected fron his eyes to a photographic film. More

recently, electrical recordings of eye movement patterns

are becoming more common. some studies have involved the

use of photocells, oscilloscopes, computers and other

recording equipment. one instrument monitors the corneal

reflection from each eye by means of ì-ndependent pairs of
photocells and the signals are amplified and recorded

immediately on heat sensitive paper by two heat p"rrr.25

23^-"Stanford E. Taylor, Helen Frackenpohl, and James
L. Pettee, 'rGrade Level Norms for the Components of the
Fundamental Reading skill't. E.D.L. Research and Information
Bu1 let in No. 3 (New York: E ducational Developmental
Laboratories, Inc. , 19ó0).

z4ï"nry P. Snith and Em erald V. Dechant, Psychology
1n Teachin ReacL in (Eng 1 ewo od

, 19ó9), pp.
cliff s, New Jersey:

Ten 1Ce - nc 124-28.
25 E.D.L Biometrics Readi E e II O eratorrs

Manual (Ne w ol:
trc., 1969), p. 1.

uca 1 0na eve opmenta a oratories,
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Much less sophisticated methods can be used, however, by

the classroom teacher who wishes to observe a child's eye

movements. Bond and Tinker suggested that a smal1 mirror
orL a table between the child and the examiner, would al1ow

the examiner to observe the number of fixations per 1ir,".26

Harris described the Miles Peep-Ho1e Method. A hole is
punched in the center of a page of reading material and as

the person reads, the examiner can look through the hole

and observe the eye movement ,.27

Summary

The observation of eye-movement components of read-

ing behavior can provide a physiological basis for under-

standing the reading process, demonstrating relationships
between specific physiological and perfornance variables.
Eye-movement photography has demonstrated the progress in
eye-movement efficiency that develops through the grades

and has provided some information about the role of fixa-
tions and Tegressions in' the process of perception in read-

ing and the relati.onship of fixations to movements of the

eye. The research is somewhat contradictory, however,

26 Guy
tíes: Their

L.
Dia

enturv- ro S,

27 Arb"tt J
(New York: David

Bond and Miles A. Tinker,
nosis and Correction (New

Readin Diff i cu1 -
or pp eton-

pp.

Harris, tl12rn to Increase Reacling Abilíty
McKay C ompany Inc., 1940), pp. 511:T6.
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concerning the maxinum possible span of recognition and the

role of peripheral vision in perception in reading. In

addition, the research has demonstrated the relatively sma11

range of variation that exists in the durations of fixation

employed by readers. Fina1ly, the research nethods designed

for the observation of eye movements have become more

sophisticated and objective over the years.

The present study will attempt to add to this body

of basic research on eye novements and their relationship

to reading. It will concentrate on examining the effect of

variations in readability on eye-movement components using

some of the nost recent equipnent for the observation and

analysis of eye movements. That is, the study will be con-

cerned with.the degree of consistency of eye movement per-

formance over material ranging from easy to difficult for
individ,ual readers. In addition, it will f ocus on any dif -

ferences that exist among poor, average, and good readers

from the effects of these variations in the difficulty
(readability) of the material.

LTTERATURE ON INFLUENCES AFFECT]NG
ITIE INDIV]DUAL''S EYE MOVEMENTS

Eye movenents can provide more than a reflection of

the reading process. In addition, they can provide infor-

nation about the relationship between physiological and

performance variables by examining various factors which

influence the individual's eye movements. Some of the
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research has added to this body of knowledge. Factors

which influence eye rnovements reviewed here include the

following: (1) heredity, maturation and intelligence;
(2) variations in readability; (5) the reliability of eye-

movement components; (4) testing apparatus; (S) eye-

movements of superior readers; (6) training for developing

efficient eye movements; (7) changes in format and presen-

tation; and (8) central process of comprehension.

Influence of Heredity, Maturation
and Intelligence

Morgan studied the eye movements of 33 pairs of
fraternal twins, 35 pairs of identical twj-ns and 40 pairs
of unrelated children. The pairs were matched according to

C.A., I.Q. r.reading âge, grade position and socio-economic

factors. The correlations he obtained between eye-movement

measures for fixations, regressions, and average pause

duration for the pairs within each group rangecl from 0.04

to 0.24 for pairs of unrelated children,0.24 to 0.53 for
fraternal pairs, and 0.6ó to 0.72. for identical twins.28

These results tended to lend some support to the influence

of heredity on eye-movement behavior.

Several studies have demonstrated the influence of

graphic
Journal

2SDavid H. Morgan, "Twin
Measures of Eye Movements
of Educational Ps cho 1o

Sinilarities in Photo-
While Reading Prose,"
30 (November 1939):
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naturation on eye-movement behavior. Buswell studied 179

average readers fron grade one to colleg€, with all

students, except grade one, reading the same selection. He

found that the span of recognition underwent very rapid

growth during the first four school years with little change

until freshman high school years and then increased slightly
through high school to co11ege. Duration of fixation also

improved rapidly during the first four years of school but

often reached an upper linit around five twenty-fifths of a

.second with 1j-tt1e possible change af ter grade f our. He

also found a rapid decrease in the number of regressions

during the first four years of schooling but additional j-m-

provement usually took place through high school and college

years. Buswell suggested that the emphasis on the stucly

type of reading between the fj-fth grade and high school rnay

possibly hinder the development of the span of recognition

and the reduction of regressions because the reader may be

learning to adjust to these new type materials.29 He

wondered if a modification of the reading program during

th" intermediate grades might eliminate the plateau that

exists for regressions and span of recognition during those

grades. SimiTarIy, Gilbert, Gray, and Taylor observed that

"ru, Thomas Buswe11, "Developmental Stages in
Movements, tt in
Hunnicutt and

Research in the Three R's, eds. Clarence
VCT SON eü/ or k: Flarper and

Brothers, 1958), pp. 19-26.

Eye
t{.

1 1am
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eye-movement efficiency increases through the grades with

the naj ority of this improvement achieved by the end of the

fourth grade 1eve1.30

While 1itt1e research seems to be available concerrts

ing the relationship of intelligence to eye movements, one

study by Leavell and sterling examined the reading of sixth
grade students tested for i.Q. by the Kuhlmann-Anderson and

Myers Mental Measures tests of intelligence. They found

significant correlations between I.Q.'s as measured by the

Kuhlmann -Ander s on test and number of fixations, regressions,

span of recognition, and rate. The Myers test providecl

significant correlations only for span of recognition,
.31however."* A study by lVinters and Gerjuoy investigated the

eye movements and verbal reports of normal and retarded

children performing a simple tachistoscopic recognition
task. They found significant d.ifferences in that normal

childrents eye-movement patterns and verbal reports were

30Lrrah"t C. Gilber
of the Eyes and lts Relati
"Types of Reading Ability
Laboratory Experiments, " E
Perception, Apprehension a
M. Ahrendt and Donald S. M
and the Reading Process,"
(March I971-): 156.

3lu. W. Leavell and Helen
Intelligence," in Research in the
Hunnicutt and W. J ver s on CW
Brothers, 1958), pp. 43-46.

t, I'Functional Motor Ef f iciency
on to Readirg," Clarence T. Gray,
as Exhibited Through Tests arrd
arly A. Taylor, "The Spans:
nd Recognitionr" cited by Kenneth
osedale, "Eye -lvf ovenent Photography
Journal of the Reading Specialíst

Sterling, "Reading
Three Rt s , eds. C.
or aTper anc1

and
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more frequently left to right than those of retarded
32chlIoren.

Influence of Readability

One of the areas of eye-movement research in which

ined is that concerned

ability on measures of

ecorded the eye movements

lent reading of Gra¿t s

They found that, âs the

conflicting results have been obta

wíth the effect of changes in read

eye movenents. Judd and Buswell r

of 10 fifth grade pupils during si
Standardized Readins Paragraphs.

difficulty of the passages increased, the reader's attitude
toward the task undertaken changed and resulted in new

combinations of scope and duration of attention. They 
I

cautioned, however, that individual variations must be

considered for pïoper analysis.SS Oth"r studies seem to
support the contention that changes in readability are often

reflected in changes in eye-movement behavior. Blomners

and Lindquist, in a study of the relatlonship between rate

of comprehension and power of comprehension found that good

comprehenders adjusted their rate by slowing down as

s2John J. Wínters and Irma R. Gerj uoy, "Eye
Move¡rents and Verbal Reports in Tachistoscopic Recognition
by Normals and RetardateS," Child Development 38 (December
1967): 1193-99.

33c
Effects of
Movement s , 

tt

and C. J. Iversòn-eNew YõiF:-H-rper and Brothers),
pp. 27 -3s.

harles Hubbar<l
Changes in Purp
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Judd and Guy Thomas Buswel1, "The
ose and Difficulty on Eye
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material increased in difficulty, whereas poor comprehenders

apparently read easy and difficult materials at much the

same tat".34 Led.better, in an anarytical study of 60 elev-
enth grade students reading selections from f our sub j e'ct-

matter fields found significant differences as revealed by

eye-movelnent measures and comprehension scores even though

the selections were of the same length in words and were

approximately the same difficulty so far as vocabularry,
sentence length and sentence structure were concerned. He

concluded that meanings or concepts present more difficulty
to the average student than vocaburaty, sentence length, oï

sentence structrr".35 Perry and whitlock concluded that
vocabulary 1eve1 and familiarity with the content were

najor determinants of the duration of fixation.3ó Tirrk"r,
in summarizing past research, concluded that as the

difficulty of material increases and as the individual takes

greater pains to read we11, the fixation pauses become more

frequent and grow longer. Fie also claimed that the readers

4Paul Blommers
prehension of Reading:
Cornprehension r " Journal

E. F. Lindquist, "Rate of Com-
Measurement and Its Relation to

Educational Psvcholo 35

, "Reading Reactions for
Analytical Study of the

i1s," Journal of Educa-

and
Its
of

(November 1944):
35Ftun."s Gresham Led.better

Varied Types of Subject Matter: An
Eye Movements of Eleventh Grade Pup
tional Research 47 (0ctober 7947): T02-L

36

"A Clinica
Educat iona

5.

Wi 1l iam G " Perry, Jr. , and Cha.rles P. 't{hit1ock,
1e Rationale for a Reading Fi1mr". Haïvard
1 Revierv 24 (January-December 1954J :-'6 -27 .
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aTe immature when eye movernents do not vary with the dif-
ficulty of the reading natter.57 Taylor found no difference
in the number of fixations by junior high school subjects

reading naterial at or below their grade 1evel but found

significant differences when subjects read. material z.s
grades above their grade level.38 Thomas found that the
average duration of fixation lengthens as the naterial
becomes harder to comprehend. S9 R related study by Ho1land.

and Doran revealed that high blackout ratio naterial (1ow

response contingency) resulted in fewer fixations and

shorter duration of fixation than did 1ow blackout material
(high response contingency; .40

other studies of this problem have reached different
conclusions. seibert, éLS well as Ballantyne, found that
changes in subject matter supported the proposition that
people tend to maintain the same performance over a wide

range of content.4l Morse compared fifth grade and seventh

37
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grade pupils reading materials of equal or corresponding

difficulty. He concluded that eye movements do not vary in

a consistent fashion with difficulty. IVhile conprehension

was reduced on the more difficult passages, he found a

stability of performance in terms of eye movements within
each grade regardless of the difficulty of the naterial

.42read.

Reliability of Components Measured

Most studies have revealed that subjects maintain a

high degree of consistency throughout a single reading in
terms of fixations, regressions, duration, and rate. Eurich,

Tinker, and Imus, Rothney and Bear compared performance on

a test-retest basis and found correlations ranging from

0.59 to 0.91 for the factors of fixations, regressions,

duration, and ,at..43

42 lVí11ian C. Ivlorse, "The Individuality of Eye l{ove-
ment s , 

tt Research in the Three R' s, ec1s. C. W. Hunnicutt and
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Effect of Testin A aratus

Studies by Gilbert and Tinker support the conclusion

that students read sirni\arLy before and away from eye-

novement apparatus. Tinker obtained correlations of 0.87

and 0.90 when students read portions of the chaprnan-cook

S eed of Readin Test before and away from an eye-movement
44camera.

Eye Movements of Superior Readers

Eye-rnovement records of superior and flexible
readers by Gilbert and Taylor indicated that they possess

more oculomotor efficiency in terms of fewer regressions,

greater recognition span and shorter duration of fixatiorrr.45
Walker studied the eye movements of 50 good readers and

found then to average slightly more than eight fixations

44-''Luther C. Gilbert, and Doris W. Gilbert, "Reading
Before the Eye Movement Camera Versus Reading Away From It,"
Elementary School Journal 42 ( 1942): 443-471' M. A.
Tinker, I'Thé Reliabflity and Validity of Eye-Movement
Measures of Readirg,"
( 1936): 732-46

Journal of Ex erimental Ps cholo 19
r Cl v ay OT, Iac enpo an

P.ettee, "Validity of Eye Movement Photography, " p. 2.

45Lrrth*t C. Gilbert, "Functional Motor Efficiency
of the Eyes and Its Relation to Reading," University of
California Publications in Education, Vo1. II, No. il

er e ey: N].VCTS 1 a 1 orn]-a Press, 1953) , pp. 159-
?37, cited by Ahrendt and Mosedale, "Eye-Movement Photog-
raphy," p. 151.
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per four inch line on material of moderate difficul 
"y.46

Laycock studied college students who possessed varying

degrees of flexibility in reading rate on prose material.
He found significant differences in favor of the more

flexible readers in terms of rate of eye movements and

width of fixation span. He suggested that rate of prog-

ression and width of fixation span aïe eye-movement charac-

teristics that training programs rnight best emphasir".47

Trainine for Efficient Eye Movements

lVhile many studies have cornpared the effects of one

method of training.in reading efficiency over another, only

one will be nentioned here because of its reference to eye-

movement research. Glock studied the effect upon eye move-

nents and reading rate at the college 1evel of three

nethods of training. Two of these methods involved
frcontrolled" reading practice using the Harvard Fi1ms. The

third method involved mechanically uncontrolled reading

from the printed page of the same material. He found a

significant reduction in number of fixations, regressions,

46Rob"tt 
Y
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in Ex erimental
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and average duration of fixations under alL three methods.

Span of recognition also inproved under each nethod.

Reading rate and rate of comprehension showed significant
improvement as measured by the Traxle] and Iowa tests 'or

silent reading. However, he found no evidence to indicate
that techniques designed specifically to train eye movements

hrere generally rnore ef f ective than other methods. He did
conclude that the efficiency of the method varied with the

criterion employed and the teacher invo1ved.48

Influence of Format and Presentation

Five other studies concerned with factors that
influence eye movements also deserve mention. paterson and

Tinker observed that line widths could be varied consider-

ably without any adverse effect on speed. They found the

optimum line width to be 19 picas: a line width of 9 picas

was considered too short while one of 43 picas was consid-

ered too 1ong. The short line resultecl in longer fixations
whereas the long line rèsulted in eye difficulty on return
sl^Ieeps to the next line. This inf ormation they f e1t would

be of particular value to advertisers and type setterr.49

48M. D. G1ock, "The Effect Upon Eye Movements and
of Three lt{ethods ofReading Rate at the College Level

Training, "
1949): 93-

49r
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Eye Movements,rr Journal of Experimentalon

27 (November 1940) 572-77.
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In another study Paterson and Tinker found that

reading 01d English tended to reduce the span of percepticn,

to increase the number of fixations, total perception time,

and the number of regressive movementr.50

Gilbert investigated. the effect of intervening
stirnuli on reading ability and found that interfering
stimuli affected slow readers more than fast read.ers. He

also found that the narrower the individual's span the

easier it was for him to avoid the influence of extraneous
- 51mateT 1aI .

Snith, Cambria and Steffan investigated the inver-
sion and reversal of printed matter on reading behavior.

They observed that the appearance of print changed with

orientation. in space. There appeared to be a rotational
breakdown threshold for each person and that left-handed

subjects had a larger rotational breakdown threshold. both to

the left and right than did right handers. They suggested

that there v/ere "complex space organized dynamic behavior

activities of the eye-movement system and of postural and

transport behavior whose development and integration as

5 ot,t. A.
Reading a Modern
of Psychology 54

Tinker and D. G. Paterson,
Typeface and 01d Eng1ish,"
(January 1941): 173-I4

"Eye -Movement s jn
Ameri can Journal

51 Luther C. Gilbert, "Speed of Processing Visual
Journal of EducationalStinuli and Its Relation to Reading,"

Psychology 55 (February 1959) : 8 - 14.
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feedback mechanisms may precede the learning of
,r52

In another study, Srnith, Schremser and putz used

computeï inethods to measure the time differences between the

binocular saccadic movements of the eyes. Their results
showed that the time differences between the eyes varied 

r

from near synchrony to the left eye leading by 14 msec.

They found these tine differences to be unrelated to the

difficulty of the reading rnaterial, but the time was changed

significantl-y by a fifteen degree horizontal rotation of

the reading display. The authors concluded that their
results challenged'the established view that the eyes are

perfectly conjugated in saccadic motion and that this data

tended to support a "dynamic feedback doctrine of coordinate

eye motion and functional disabilities in visual percep-

tion. "53

Eye Movements and Central Processes

An important issue to the field of reading and to

eye-movement research is the question of whether poor

central processes are due in part to inefficient eye-

movement habits, which might be improved by special training,

52Kut1 Snith, Richard Cambria,
"Sensoïy-Feedback Analysis of Reading,t'
Psychology 4B (october 1946) : 275-86.

53

"Binocul ar
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Karl Smith, Robert Schremser, and
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and James Steffan,
Journal of Appl ied

Verncrn Putz,
of Applied

251-58.
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or that eye movements are deternined by the central proces-

ses thenselves. Brandt concluded that there \^/as a func -

tional relationship between eye movements and the central

procesr.54 Thomas and Tinker, however, held quite

strongly to the view that eye-movement patterns reflect the

efficiency of the central processes of comprehenriorr.55 0n

the other hand, studies by Gilbert; Snith, Schremser and

Putz; and Norton and Stark, lend some support to the possib-

ility that eye-movement patterns may influence the central

processes of comprehe.rriorr. 56

If a functional relationship between eye movements

and the central processes of comprehension can be denon-

strated then eye-movement records may contribute some

useful diagnostic and teaching information regarding an

individual' s reading behavi-or.

54
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Summar

Research that has examined the varipus factors

which influence the reader's eye movements has provided

some insight into the relationship between eye movenents

and the read.ing process. Studies of twins as opposed to

unrelated children lend some support to the influence of

heredity on eye-movement behavior. Secondly, it appears

that the largest improvement in eye-movement performance,

as a result of maturation, takes place duríng the first
four school years with moderate improvement occurring during

high school and college years. In addition, some

correlation exists between measures of intelligence and eye

movements although the factors of intelligence which contri-
bute to these correlations are not yet determined.

Studies at various grade 1evels have examined the

relationships between eye movements and changes in readab-

i1ity. Some studies have supported the contention that
eye-movement behavior is affected by changes in readab-

ility while others have concluded that there is a stability
in eye movement perfornance of students within the same

grade.

Eye movement behavior, however, does appear to be

consistent within the reading of the same passage or when

performance is retested with the sane naterial. In addition,

students read sirni1-ar1.y before and away from eye-movement

apparatus used for recording eye movements.
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The studies have shown that superior and flexible

readers exhibit greater oculo-motor efficiency in eye

fnovements and that, to some degreer eIe movements, at least

at the college 1evel, can be inproved through a. variety of

training methods.

The format and presentation of naterial also have

aî affect on the readerts eye novements. There appears to

exist an optimum line width for efficient reading. A1so,

eye movements are affected by changes in type style, such

as o1d English, and are influenced by interfering stimuli
as well as by inversion or reversal of the print. It also

appears that there exist time differences between the

binocular saccadic movements of the eyes which, though not

affected by.the difficulty of the material, are signif-
icantly affected by a horizontal rotation of the reading

display.

SUMMARY OF CONTRTBUTIONS TO EYE MOVET{ENT RESEARCH

Eye movement research has contributed in several

areas, to the understanding of reading behavior. From it,
a better understanding of the way in which the eyes function
during reading has been obtained.

Eye movement photography has demonstrated that,
during reading, the eyes make a series of stops knows as

fixations and that these fixations occupy most of the

reading time. The reader does not identify and recognize
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material while his eyes are in motion, only during fixations.
saccadic movement.s of the eye (with the exception

on. the return s\deep) occupy the remainder of the time.

These movements take the reader either to the right or the

Lent and allow him to move to another point of fixation.
Regressions are fixations that fo11ow saccadic

movements made to the left along a line of print. Most

regressions are considered to result from habit rather than

from a conscious desire to reread. They occupy fron one-

fifth to one-third of the reading time.

The average span of recognition is considered to be

relatively sma11, usually less than two words, but conclu-

sions vary concerning the maxj-mum possible span and the

role of peripheral vision as well as anticipation of neaniag

in reading.

Variation in duration of fixation is very smal1,

rarely shorter than one-third of a second. usually there

exists an inverse relationship between duration of fixatior"r

and span of recognition. That is, a person who makes fewer

fixations usually has a longer average duration of fixation
and a person who makes more fixations usually has a shorter
average duration of fixation.

tl" research has also provided information on how

eye movements change as the reader rnatures and on what

influences eye movements during read.ing. Eye movements

appear to be influenced by heredíty, maturation and
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intelligence. Morgan's study of identical twins, fraternal
twins and unrelated children lends some support to the

influence of hered.ity on eye-movementr.57 Buswe11,58
EO

Tayror" and others observed that eye-movement efficiency
increases through the grades with rnost of this improvement

achieved by the end of the fourth grade 1evel. significant
correlations were obtained by Leavell and sterling between

I.Q.'s and number of fixations, regressions, span of
recognition and t"t". 60

Studies of the effect of readability on eye

movements have reached conflicting conclusions. Morru6l

found a stability of eye-movement performance within the

same grade leve1 over a wide range of content while studies
by Judd and. Busw err,62 Ledbetter,63 rhomas,64 Tuylor,65 and

Holland and Doran6ó found significant differences in eye

movement components when material was increased in diffi-
culty

57Morgan, pp. 572-86.
58Buswe11, 

"Developmental Stages in Eye Movements,
19-26.

59Ear1 A. Taylor, ,,The Spans,,,pp. S01-507.
60Leave11 and. Sterling, pp. 43-46.
61¡lorr", pp. ss-iB.
62-"-Judd and Buswe11, pp. 27-33.
63L"db"tter, pp. 102-1s.
6 4^,- "I'homas, "Movements of the Eye, " pp. 88 - gS.

pp
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while there is some disagreement on the effects of

variations in readability on eye movements, most studies

have revealed that the reader maintains a high degree of

consistency in eye movements throughout a single reading

and that students read simiTarry before and away from eye-

movement apparatus.

Studies have also shown that good readers differ
fron poor readers in terms of eye-movement efficiency and

that, while no one method of training is significantly
better than another, €ye movement efficiency can be

improved through training methods.

Format and presentation of naterial also signifi-
cantly influence eye movements. Line width, type set,
intervening .stimu1i, inversion, reversal and rotation of
printed material all have some effect on the reader's eye

movements.

The relationship between eye movements and the

central processes of comprehension remains an important yet

controversial issue. However, few studies have attenpted

to examine the relationship between these physiological

components, which are so readily observable, and the cog-

nitive, emotional, cultura1, and other perceptual bases of

read ing .

65Taylor, Frackenpohl, and Pettee, "Validity of Eye
Movement Photography." p. 8.

66Hot1and and Doran, p 7
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NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

some possible avenues of research in this area have

yet to be fu11y explored. controversy still exists over

the effect of readability on eye movements. studies by

smith, cambria, and steffanó7 suggest the possible value

of sensory feedback techniques for analysis of reading

behavior. In addition, more information is needed regard-

ing the relationship between central processes of compre-

hension and eye-movement patterns. rnvestigation of person-

arity variables and their influence on the individuality of

eye movements could also prove valuab1e. rt would appear,

therefore, that while much has already been learned about

oculomotor functioning during reading behavior, there are

sti11 several avenues for fruitful research such as:

(1) What is the relationship of eye movements to

variations in readability 1evels?

(2) Can linguistic factors contribute to changes

in observed reading behavior?

(3) Can personality variabl_es contribute to

changes in observed. reading behavior?

(4) lVhat is the relationshíp between the child's
self concept and observed reading behavior?

(5) lVhat is the relationship between eye movements

67s*iah, cambria,
Analysis of Readirg," pp.

and Steffan, "Sensoïy-Feedback
27 s-86.
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and cognitive faciors such as the ability to

abstract and the ability to generalize?
(6) What is the relationship between manifest

anxiety and observed reading behavior ?

This study will investigate only the first of these

problems. rt will examine the hypothesis that changes in
eye-movement behavior of grade five pupi-1s of poor, average,

and good reading ability will result from reading passages

which vary in readability according to the pupil's
functional (independent, instructional, and frustration)
reading leve1s.



CHAPTER I I I

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Introduct ion

The present study sought to determine the effect
of variations in readability levels on the eye movements

of grade five pupils of poor, average, and good reacling

ability. For this purpose, a testing program r¡/as conduc-

ted with a sample of grade five pupils who were selected

on the basis of their present reading ability and then

tested to determine their independent, instructional, and

frustration 1eve1s of functioning. The questions of major

interest were:

(1) What effect will naterials at the pupil's
independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of
reading achievement have on the number of fixations, number

of regressions, average span of recognition, average

duration of fixation, and reading rate he exhibits during

read ing ?

(Z) What differences will exist among poor, aveï'age,

and good readers in the number of fixations, number of
regressiorLs¡ average span of recognition. average duration

43
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of. fixation, and reading rate exhibited when reading

passages at their independent, instructional, and frustra-
tion 1eve1s of reading achievement?

The design and procedures are discussed in thi's
chapter. The discussion includes the description of:

1. Sampling procedures

2. Method

3. The Measuring fnstruments

4. Statement of the Nul1 Hypotheses

5. Statistical Treatment of Data

Sampling Procedures

Subjects for the sample used in this study were

drawn from a population of zr3 grade five pupils in the
Brandon school Division Number 40. sixty pupils weïe

selected from eight classrooms in four elementary schools

chosen at random. Mid year performance in both reading

and vocabulary on the canadian Tests of Basic ski11s rva-s

used as criteria for selecting randomly twenty pupils for
each of three groupings of poor, average, and good readers.

A measurement of r.Q. was not adninistered since I.Q. and

reading comprehension have been found to be highly
correlated. l The poor readers were selected from those

lviaaor Froese,',C1oze Readability Versus the Dale-
Cha11 Formu1a," Teachers Tan ib1es, Tec.hni ues: Conpre -
hension of Conte nt n 1n tu onn].e n].t Schulwi t z

ewaT
pp. 23-30.

n erna 1()na
ea

ea 1ng Association, 1975),
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scoring below the fortieth percentile on both reading and

vocabulary for grade five, based on loca1 norms. The

average readers were selected fron those scoring between

the fortieth and sixtieth percentile on both reading a.nd

vocabulary for grade five, based on 1ocal norms. The goocl

readers were selected from those scoring above the sixtieth
percentile on both reading and vocabulary for grade five,
based on local norms.

Method

The Botel trVord Opposites Test Form A was adminis-

tered to all grade five pupils attending the four schools

selected. within a week after completing this test, each

of the subjects selected for the testing was administered

the Botel Word Readins Test Form A , and each subjectfs
independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of

reading performance were computed from the results of both

the Word osites and Word Readin tests using the

standards for the Botel Read.ing Inventory.2

Using a table of randorn numbers, the subj ects from

each group were then assigned to treatment patterns from

one to six (Tab1e 3.01) to designate the order in which

they would be presented with reading passages graded at

their independent, instructional and frustration 1evels of

2¡rlorton Bote1,
(Chicago: F

Revised Guide to the Botel Reading
0Inventory
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reading performance.

TABLE 3.01

TREATMENT PATTERNS FOR TESTING SUBJECTS

Treat -
ment Graph 1 Graph 2 Graph 3

Per -
centN

1

?

3

4

5

6

Ins truc t iona 1

Frus trat ion
Independent
Instruct i onal
Frus tra t ion
Independent

Independent
Independent
ïns truc ti onal
Frus trat ion
Instruc t i onal
Frus trat ion

Frus tr at i on
Ins truc tional
Frus trati on

Independent
Independent
Ins truc ti onal

11

10

10

9

10

10

18. 3

16 .7
16 .7
15.0
76 .7

16 .7

Eye movements were recorded using Educational
Developmental Laboratoriesr Biometric Reading Eye Ir and

the corresponding eye movement passag es from the Readins

E e Test Selections. Subj ects presented themselves for
testing in groups of four or five at a. time. The procecl-

ure to be followed was explained to them and the Reading

Fyu II was briefly demonstrated. Each subject was instruc-
ted to sit as comfortably as possible but to try to
refrain from moving his head. Each subject was also

requested to read as he normally does and to try to ïemem-

ber what he was reading as best as he could.

Subjects were graphed on a rotational basis, each

subj ect reading one passage at the Reading Eye and then

responding ora1ly Yes or No in private with another
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examiner to the ten comprehension questions corresponding

to the Reading Eye Test Selection just read.3 After each

subj ect in the group had completed one eye movement

recording and one oral comprehension test, the procedure

was repeated for the other two levels of reading perfor-
mance.

Subj ects were gi.ven no indication of how well they

performed on either the eye movement recordings or on the

comprehension quizzes. After each recording, eye movement

graphs were identified by student number and reading 1eve1

recorded. These graphs were later anaryzed to assess the

independent, instructional and frustration 1evel perfor-
mance for each subject. Comprehension percentages

corresponding to each reading performance weïe also

computed for each reading.

The Measurin Ins trument s

Canadian Tests of Basic Ski11s

The Canadian Tests of Basic Ski11s is an achieve-

ment battery which aims at the evaluation of generalízed

educational ski11s and abilities. The battery provides

tests in Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Language,

Mathematics Skills, and Work Study Ski11s. This Battery

3R sample
questions appears

the passages and comprehenslon
Appendix C.

of
in
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ís used as a standardized measure of achievement and

adninistered twice yearly by the Brandon school Division

Nunber 40, Studentst scores are compared to national and

Local norms.4 The availability of this data made it
suitable for selecting samples of poor, average, and good

readers.

Botel Reading Inventory A

The Botel Word Recognition Test consists of eight
graded lists of words from preprimer through the fourth
reader 1eve1. Pupils who score 4+ on the lvord Recognition

Test have been found to be capable enough in word attack
so that their Instructional level can be determined by the

Word Opposites Test alone.

The lllord Opposites Test consists of ten graded

lists of words from the first reader through the senior

high school 1eve1. The Word Opposites Test glves an

estimate of comprehension.

The Botel Reading Inventory provides an estimate

of the pupil's functional reading 1eve1s (independent,

instructional, and frustration), and an objective scoring

procedure for determining these 1eve1s. In addition, the

Word Opposites Test, a part of the inventory, has been

4Th" Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook Volume
I, ed. 0
Gryphon

scar Krisen Buros
Press, L97 2) , pp.

(Highland Park,
6-7.

New Jersey: The
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shohrn to be highly related to comprehension measures. A

study by Bote1, Bradley, and Kashuba assessed. the ability
of various infornal reading tests to rnatch the reader's

instructional 1eve1 with criterion performance (cornprehen-

sion) in reading materials. They found that the best

estimate of test-criterion correspondence was obtained by

us ].ng the Word osites Test of the Botel Readin

Inventory with the Spache, Dale-Cha11 estimate (readability)
of the criterion.5

Functional reading 1evels were established

according to the standard.s for the Botel Reading Inventory.6

The criteria for eÈtablishing the independent 1evel of
reading performance for each subject was nine-five percent

accuracy or better on the Word Recosnition Test and nine ty
percent or better accuracy on the Word Opposites Test

(Tab1e 3.02). The criteria for establishing the subjectfs
instructional 1eve1 was the ability to recognize and

pronounce seventy to ninety percent of the words in the word

Recognition Test and to score seventy to eighty percent on

the items of the lVord osites Test (Tab1e 3.03 ).

5Mor tonI'The Validity o
Difficulties:
edited by Wi11j-am

Bote1, John Brad1"y, and Michael Kashuba,
f Tnformal Reading Testirg," in Reading
Dia NOSlS Correction, ancl Remed iation,

eware : n ernationalrT ewar
Reading Association, 1970), pp. 85-103.

6Botel, Botel Readin Inventor , P. 20.
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The criteria for establishing the subject's
frustration 1eve1 of reading performance was a score on the

Word Recognition Test of less than seventy percent and a
score on the Word Opposites Test of less than seventy

percent. (Table 3. 04)

The combination of these two tests, therefore, were

used to establish the independent, instructional and

frustration 1eve1s of reading performance for each subject
tested.

TABLE 3.02

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS AT EACH
INDEPENDENT READING LEVEL ACCORDING

TO BOTEL READING INVENTORY A

Grade'Leve1 Number Per cent

1

z

J

4

5

6

Tota 1

5

7

28

2

I2
8.

60

5.0
TT.7
46 .7
3.3

2.0 .0
13 .3

100.0
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TABLE 3.03

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS AT EACH
INSTRUCTIONAL READING LEVEL ACCORDING

TO BOTEL READING INVENTORY A

Grade Level Number Per cent

?

2

4

5

6

Junior-Hígh (7-8)
Total

2

2

8

5

16

z7

60

3.3
3.3

13.3
8.3

26.7
45.0

100.0

TABLE 3.04

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS AT EACH
FRUSTRA.TION READING LEVEL ACCORDTNG

TO BOTEL READING INVENTORY A

Grade Level Number Per cent

3

4

5

6

Junior-High (7-8)
Senior-High Q-fZ)

Total

2

z

5

4

20

27

60

3.3
3.3
8.3
6.7

33 .3
4s.0

100.0
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The Bionetrics Reading Eye II
The Educational Developmental Laboratories/Biomet-

rics Reading Eye II is a diagnostic instrument which

records eye movements of the individual during the reading

process. The individual is seated at the recorder and as

he reads, light reflected frorn the eyes is monitored by

independent pairs of photocells, and the signals are then

amplified electronically and recorded on heat-sensitive

paper. The following measurements are derived from the

reading: fixations, regressions, duration of fixation,
span of recognition, and reading rate with comprehension.

The Passages

The test selections used were from the standard

test file that is normally used with the Biometrics Reading
.1

Eye II.' These selections are printed on 3% x 5" cards.

The selections for grade 1-3 contain 65 to 70 words (with

50 countable words), and the selections for grade 4 and

above contain from 115 to 120 words (with 100 countable

words) . A fu11 clescription of the subj ect areas and

preparation of the test selections is Dresented by Taylor,

Frackenpohl and Pettee.S

7A r"ptoduction of the passages,
and conprehension questions used in this
presented in Appendix C.

8Taylor, Frackenpohl and pettee,
pp. 9-10.

reading 1eve1s,
study are

Grade Level Norms
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statement of the Nul1 H otheses

In order to investigate the relationship between

eye movements and variations in readability leve1s, the

following hypotheses were fornulated:

L, There will be no significant d.ifference in the number

of fixations exhibited by srade five pupils reading

rnaterials at their independent, instructional, and

frustration leve1s of reading performance.

2. There will be no significant difference in the number

of regressions exhibited by grade five pupils reading

materials at their independent, instructional, and

frustration 1eve1's of reading perf ormance.

3. There will be no significant difference in the span of

recognition exhibited by grade five pupils reading

materials at their independent, instructional, and

frustration 1eve1s.

4. There will be no significant difference ín the duration

of fixation exhibited by grade five pupils reading

materials at their independent, instructional and

frustration 1eve1s.

5. There will'be no significant differences in the reading

rate exhibited by grade five pupils reading materials

at their ì-ndependent, ínstructional an<1 frustration

1eve1s.

6. There will be no significant difference between poor,

average, and good readers in the nean number of

:

i
ì:

i
;
I

j

I

sf.'
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fixations exhibited in reading passages at their
independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s.

There will be no significant difference between poor,

average, and good readers in the mean number of
regressions exhibited in reading passages at their
independent, instructional and frustration leve1s.

There will be no significant difference between poor,

average, and good readers in the mean span of recog-

nition exhibited in reading passages at their
independent, instructional and frustration levels.
There will be no significant difference between pooï,

average, and good readers in the mean duration of
fixation exhibited in reading passages at their
independent, instructional and frustration 1eve1s.

There will be no significant difference between pooï,

average, and good readers in the mean reading rate
exhibited in reading passages at their independent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s.

8

9

10.

Statistical Treatment of Data

Analysis of variance was used to determine the

significance of both inter-group ancl intra-group variations
with respect to the hypotheses under investigation.
A 3 x 3 f.a.ctorial design with repeated measures was

employed to examine the effects of independent, instruct-
iona1, and frustration 1evels of difficulty on individual
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reading performance as measured by the number of fixations

and regressions, the average duration of fixation, average

span of recognition, reading rate, and comprehension score

for each pupi1. The mean values of these reading perfor-

mance variables for poor, average, and good readers were

compared to determine the significance of any differences

that existecl. Post hoc comparisons Ì^/ere made using the 
ì

Student Newrnan-Keu1s procedure applied to locate significant
contrasts. The five percent 1eve1 of significance was set

as the acceptable 1eve1 for significant difference.



CHAPTER iV

ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

Introduct ion

This study attempted to examine empirically the

relationships that exist between functional reading leve1

as deternined by the individualts independent, instruct-
iona1, and frustration leve1s of reading performance on

the Botel Readin g Inventory and the e ye movements of

grade five pupils. The dependent variables in the study

r^Iere the eye movement components of f ixations, regressions,

average span of recognition, average duration of fixation,
and reading rate as record.ed. by the E. D. L. Biometrics

Reading Eye II. It was hypothesized that different
patterns of eye movements would be employed depending upon

the functional reading 1eve1 at which the subj ect was

required to perforn. In addition, the subjectts compre-

hension of each passage read was tested using the ten

true-fa1se questions that accompany the Reading Eye Test

Selections Relationships that were observed betlveen

these scores and other effects of the independent variable,
functional reading 1eve1, weïe also noted.

56
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Subjects were allocated to one of three groups

according to their reading abil íty as measured by the

Canadian Tests of Basic Ski11s. These three groups were

referred to as good, average, and poor readers.

examine the effects of the independent variable,
reading 1eve1, each subject read three passages:

his independent 1evel of functioning, one at his
ional level, and one at his frustration 1evel as

To

functional

one at
I

ins truc t -

determined

by the Botel Readi Inventory A.

It was hypothesized that the three reading groups

would show a significantly different reading performance

from one another as measured by eye movement components at
each of these three functional reading 1evels.

Eye-movement graphs were recorded for each reading

performance and the eye-movement components of fixations,
ïegressions, average span of recognition, average duration
of fixation, and reading rate were calculated for each

subject at each functional reading 1eve1. Mean scores for
each of these components were then calculated for each of
the groups at the three functional reading 1eve1s. Analyses

of variance, in the form of a 3 x 3 fa.ctorial design with
repeated measures, were used to test the significance of
observed differences in means and to investigate whether

the reacling of passages at each of the three functional
reading 1evels had si-gnificantly affected the dependent

variables. Post hoc comparisons were made using the student
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Newman-Keuls procedure to deterrnine the souïce

nificant differences observed in inter-group oï

variations. The findings of these statistical
presented in this chapter.

of arly s ig -

intra - group

analyses are

flypotheses One and Six

These hypotheses asserted that grade five pupils
would exhibit a difference in the number of fixations
recorded when reading passages at their independent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading perfor-
mance. The assertion was tested in its nul1 hypothesis form

by examining the difference in mean scores among fixations
recorded for all subjects, poor, average, and good readers.

The dependent variable was measured by counting the nunber

of fixations for the middle one hundred words for each of
the three passages. Table 4.01 shows the comparison for
number of fixations. Table 4.01 indicates that the

obtained differences were significant at the .0s 1eve1.

Thus it was possible to'reject nul1 hypotheses one and six
and to accept the alternative hypotheses that significant
differences do exist in the number of fixations exhi-bited

by grade five pupils reading passages at their independent,

instructional, and frustration leve1s of reading perfor-
mance and that significant differences exist between pooï,

average, and good readers in the mean number of fixations
exhibited in reacling passages at their independent,
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ínstructional, and frustration levels of reading perfor-

mance.

TABLE 4.01

TWO WAY ANOVA FOR NUMBER OF FIXATIONS PER 1OO
WORDS AT INDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIOI{AL, AND

FRUSTRATION LEVELS FOR POOR, AVERAGE,
AND GOOD READERS

Source of Variation d.f . S. S. M. S. F

Between Sub ects

Reading Ability (RAB)
Subjects within groups

within subjects
Readability (RED)
RAB X RED
Readability X Subjects

within groups

Total

z
54

108

170

?

4

71820.2s00
Is657 4.0625

977 4 .3125
960.637 0

51488. 2500

2877s3.000

35910.1250
2899. 519s

4887.15ó5
240.t592

47 6.7 429

12.385*

10. 251*x
0. 504

*Critical Value F .95 (2,54) = 3.18

**Critical Value F .95 (2,108) = 3.09

ables 4.02 and 4.03 present the results for the

Student Newman-Keu1s procedure applied to the relevant

contrasts. The contra.sts between independent and

frustration 1evels of reading performance and between

instructj-ona1 and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance

were significant since the obtained values exceeded the

theoretical values for these comparisons. Therefore, it
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was possible to reject nul1 hypothesis one for these

comparisons and to accept the alternative hypothesis that
differences do exist for the number of fixations exhibited
by pupils reading passages at their instructional and

frustration levels of reading performance. However, the

nean difference between number of fixations exhibited at

their independent 1eve1 and nunber of fixations exhibited
at their instructional 1eve1 was not significant and so the

null hypothesis could not be rejected for this comparison.

The contrasts between poor, average, and good.

readers were significant since the obtained values exceeded

the theoretical values for arr comparisons. Therefore, it
was possible to reject null hypthesis six and to accept the

alternative. hypothesis that the means for the three gîoups

could not have been drawn from the same population. More

specifically, it is possible to say that poor readers

exhibit more fixations than either average or good readers

when reading passages at their independent, instructional,
and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance and that
average readers exhibit more fixations than good readers

when reading passages at their independent, instructional,
and frustration leve1s of reading performance.

ilypotheses Two and Seven

These

would exhibit
hypotheses asserted

a difference in the

that grade

number of

five pupils

Tegre s s ions
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TABLE 4.02

STUDENT NEI¡MAN-IGULS TESTS FOR FIXATIONS PER 1OO
WORDS FOR INDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIONAL, AND
FRUSTRATION LEVELS OF READING PERFORMANCE

Comparison Mean Diff.
Obtained
Value

Theoretical
Value

Independent vs.
Instructional

I27.7IT
I22.522 4. s89 1.587 2.8s

Independent vs.
Frustration

127.TIL
140.354 13.243 4.579 2.93*

Instructional vs.
Frustration

I22.522
140. 3s4 17 .832 6.166 3.40**

*Critical Value q .95 (2,108)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,108)

TABLE 4.03

STUDENT NEIVT,{AN-IGULS TESTS FOR FIXATIONS PER 1OO
WORDS FOR POOR, AVERAGE, ANÐ GOOD READERS

Comparison Mean Diff.
Obtained
Value

Theoretical
Value

Poor Readers vs.
Average Readers

156. 175
r27 .889 28.286 4.064 2.96x

Poor Readers vs.
Good Readers

1s6.175
I05.922 50. 253 6.847 3.44*x

Average Readers vs.
Good Readers

L27.889
r05.922 2r.967 3. 065 2.96x

*Critical Value q .95 (2,54)

**Critical Value q .95 (5,s4)
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recorded hlhen reading passages at their independent,

ínstructional, and frustration leve1s of reading perfor-

mance. The assertion was tested in its nu11 hypothesis

forn by exarnining the difference in mean scores among re-

gressions recorded for all subjects, poor, average, and

good readers. The dependent variable was measured by

counting the number of regressions for the niddle one

hundred word.s for each of the three passages. Table 4.04

shows the comparison for nurnber of regressions.

TABLE 4.04

TIVO WAY ANOVA FOR NT]MBER OF REGRESSIONS PER 1OO

WORDS AT INDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIONAL, AND
FRUSTRATION LEVELS FOR POOR, AVERAGE,

ANID GOOD READERS

Source of Variation d.f . S. S. M.S. F

Between Subjects
@(RAB)
Subjects within groups

1

54

2

4

10103 .4844
38134 .4492

1845.894s
407.6812

16665. 1094

66800. 1250

s0s7.7 422
7 A6.1934

922.9473
101. I 203

154.3066

/ . t5J"

within sub ectS
ty

RAB X RED
Readabili-ty X Subj ects

withix groups

Total

5.981**
0. 661

108

170

*Critical Value F .95 (2,54) = 3.18

**Critical Value F .95 (2,108) = 3.09
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Table 4.04 indicates that the obtained d.ifferences

were significant at the .05 level. Thus it was possible

t.o reject nu1l hypotheses two and seven and to accept the

alternative hypotheses that significant d.ifferences do

exist in the number of regïessions exhibited by grade five
pupils reading passages at their independent, instructional
and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance and, that
significant differences exist between pooï, average, and

good readers in the mean number of regressions exhibited in
reading passages at their independent, instructional and.

frustration 1eve1s of reading performance.

Tables 4.05 and 4.06 present the results for the
student Newman-Keuls procedure applied to the relevant
constrasts..

The contrasts between poor, average, and good

readers were significant since the obtained values exceeded

the theoretical values for all comparisons. Therefore, it
v/as possible to reject nu11 hypothesis seven and to accept

the alternative hypothesis that the means for the three
groups could not have been drawn from the same population.
More specifically, it is possibre to say that poor readers

exhibit more regressions than either average or good,

readers when reading passages at their independent, instruc-
tional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance ano

that average readers exhibit more regressions than good

readers when reading passages at their independent,
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TABLE 4.05

STUDENT NEIi,IMAN-IGULS TESTS FOR REGRESSIONS PER
100 WORDS FOR POOR, AIERAGE, AND GOOD READERS

Comparison Mean Diff
Obtained
Value

Theotetical
Value

Poor Readers vs.
Average Readers

43.228
32.698 10.530 3.06s 2.86'h

Poor Readers vs.
Good Readers

43.228
24.373 18.8s5 s.206 3.44**

Average Readers vs.
Good Readers

32.698
24.373 8. 325 2.952 ?,.86*.

*Critical Value q .95 (2,54)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,54)

TABLE 4.0ó

STUDENT NEI\iMAN-IGULS TESTS FOR REGRESSIONS PER
1OO WORDS FOR INDEPENDENT, TNSTRUCTÏOML, A}JD

FRUSTRATION LEVELS OF READING PERFORMANCE

Comparison Mean Diff.
Obtained
Value

Theoretical
Value

Independent vs
Instructional

32.898
29 .7 04 3.r94 1. 941 2.83

Independent vs.
Frustration

32.898
s7 .698 4.800 2.9\7 2.93x

Instructional vs.
Frustration

?9.704
37.698 7 .994 4.8s9 3.40**

*Critical Value q .95 (2,108)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,108)
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instructional, and frustration levels of reading perfor-

mance.

The constrasts between independent and frustration

levels of reading perfornance and between instructional

aîd frustration 1eve1s of reading performance vrere signif-

icant since the obtained values exceeded the theoretical

values for these comparisons. Therefore, it was possible

to reject nu11 hypothesis two for these comparisons and

to accept the alternative hypothesis that significant

differences do exist for the number of regressions exhibited

by pupils reading at their independent and frustration

levels of reading performance and by pupils reading at

their instructional and frustration levels of reading per-

formance. However, the mean difference between number of

regressions exhibited at their independent 1eve1 and number

of regressions exhibited at their instructional 1eve1 was

not significant and so the nu11 hypothesis could not be

rejected for this comparison.

Hypotheses Three and Eight

These hypotheses asserted that grade five pupils

would exhibit a difference in the average span of recog-

nition computed from passages read at their independent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading

performance. The assertion was tested in its nu11 hypoth-

esis form by examining the differences in mpan scores
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anong average span of recognition for all subjectsr poor,
average and good read.ers. The dependent variable was
cornputed for each of the three passages by dividing one
hundred words read by the number of fixations for one
hundred words. Table 4.07 shows

span of recognition.
the compaïison for average

TABLE 4.07

TIVO IVAY ANOVA FO3^AIFRAGE SPAN OF RECOGI{ITTON ATINDEPEMENT, INSTRUCTIó,UOL,- OOì' FRUSTRATIONLEVELS FOR pooR, AVERAcE;'ei,n coot READERS

Source of Variation d. f.

Between Sub ects
(RAB)
groups

S. S.

2.67 25
s.0246

7.3204

9.3189

M.S.

I.3363
0.0930

0.7444
0.0551

0.017,2

F

14. 361*

11. g0g**
? 7l 1 *ii:k

1 1
Subj ects within

lVithin Sub ects
l 1 v

RAB X PëD
)

2
s4

108

170

0.
0.

)
4

2887
73?,6Readability X Subjects

within groups

Total

*Critical Value F .9S (2,54) = j.lg
**Critical Value F .95 (2,10g) = 3.09

***Critical Value F .gS (4,108) = 2.46

The obtained differences for main effects weîe
nificant at the .0S 1eve1. Furthermore the obtained
difference for the interaction of reading gïoups

s19-

(RAB) and

the .05
performance 1eve1s (RED) u/as afso significant at
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For Poor, Average, and Good Readers at
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Levels.

Tables 4.08 and 4.09 present the results for the

Student Newman-Keu1s procedure applied to the relevant

contrasts. The contrasts between poor, average, and good

readers were significant since the obtained values exceeded

the theoretical values for all comparisons. Therefore, it
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was possible to reject nul1 hypothesis eight and to accept

the alternative hypothesis that the rneans for these three

groups could not have been drawn from the same population.

More specifically, it is possible to say that poor readers

exhibit a smaller average span of recognition than either
average or good readers when reading passages at their
independent, instructional and frustration 1evels of reading

performance. Furthermore, an observation of the mean

frequency of span of recognition for poor, average, and

good readers (figure 1) suggests that the average span of

recognition for poor readers does not fo1low the same

decreasing linear trend as it does for average and good

readers.

The .contrasts between independent and frustration
1evels of reading performance and between instructional
and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance were signif-
icant since the obtained values exceeded the theoretical
values for these comparisons. Therefore, it was possible

to reject nu11 hypothesis three for these comparisons and

to accept the alternative hypothesis that significant
differences do exist for the average span of recognition

exhibited by pupils reading at their independent and frus-
tration 1evels of reading performance and by pupils reading

at their instructional anrl frustration 1eve1s of reading

performance. However, the mean difference between average

span of recognition exhibited at their independent level
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TABLE 4.08

STUDENT NEIVT,IAN-IGULS TESTS FOR AVERAGE SPAN OF
RECOGNITION FOR POOR, AVERAGE, AND GOOD READERS

Conparison Mean Diffs.
Obtained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Poor Readers vs.
Average Readers

0. 68ó
0.845 0.157 3. 983 2.96*

Poor Readers vs.
Good Readers

0. 686
0.993 0.307 7.386 3.44x*,

Average Readers vs.
Good Readers

0.843
0. 993 0.150 3.693 z.g6*,

*Critical Value q .95 (2,54)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,54)

TABLE 4.09

STUDENT NEhh4AN-IGULS TESTS FOR AVERAGE SPAN OF
RECOOJITION FOR INDEPENDENT, TNSTRUCTIOT\IAL

AND FRUSTRAT]ON LEVELS OF READING
PERFORMANCE

Conparison Mean Diffs.
Obtained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Independent vs.
Instructional

0.
0.

86ó
874 0.008 0.547 2.83

Independent vs
Frustration

0.8
0.7

66
83 0. 083 5.673 2.93x

Instructional vs 
"Frustration

0.874
0.783 0.091 6.220 3. 40**

*Critical Value q .95 (2,108)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,108)
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arLd average

ional 1eve1

three could

span of recognition

was not significant
not be rej ected for

exhibited at their instruct-
and so nulI hypothesis

this comparison.

Hypotheses Four and Nine

These hypotheses asserted that grade five stuclents

would exhibit a difference in the average duration of i

fixation computed from passages read at their independent,
instructional, and frustration leve1s of reading perfor-
mance. The assertion was tested in its null hypothesis
forrn by examining the differences in mean scores among

average duration of fixation for all subjects, poor,
average, and good readers. The dependent variable was

computed for each of the three passages by dividing the time

to read one hundred words by the number of fixations for
one hundred words. Table 4.10 shows tire comparison for
average duration of fixation. The obtained differences for
main ef f ects r.^/ere signif icant at the . 0s 1eve1. The

obtained difference for the interaction of reading groups

(RAB) and performance 1eve1s (RED) was also significant at
the .05 1eve1. A graph depicting this interaction is
presented in figure 2. The graph suggests an increasing
linear trend for average duration of fixation for average

and good readers but not for poor reacLers.
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TABLE 4.10

TI\IO WAY ANOVA FOR AVERAGE DURATION OF FIXATION
AT TNDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIONAI AND FRUSTRATION

LEVETS FOR POOR, AVERAGE AND GOOD READERS

Source of Variation d.f. s.s M.S F

Between Sub ects
1 1 (RAB)

Subjects within groups

within sub ects
ty

RAB X RED
Readability X Subjects

within groups

Total

0.
0.

2

54

2

4
0. 0311
0.0083

0. 0903

0. s0ó9

0. 03ó8
0.0057

0. 01s6
0.0021

0.0008

ó. 503*

19.613**
2.494x**

0735
3053

108

170

*Critical Value F

**Critical Value F

***Critical Value F

(2,54) = 3.18

(2,108) = 3.09

(4,108) = 2.46

.95

.95

.95

Tables 4.11 and 4.12 present the results for the

Student Newman-Keu1s procedure applied to the relevant

contrasts. The contrasts between poor readers and average

readers and between poor readers and good readers h¡ere

s ignif icant s ince the obtainecl values exceeded the

theoretical values for these comparisons. Therefore, it
was possible to reject nul1 hypothesis nine for these

comparisons and to accept the alternative hypothesis that

the mean iot poot readers could not have been drawn from

the same population as that for average or good readers.

More specifically, it is possible to say that poor readers
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TABI^E 4.11

STUDENT NEI¡/T,{AN-IGULS TESTS FOR AVERAGE DURATION
OF I.IIXATION FOR POOR, AVERAGE, AND GOOD READERS

Comparison Mean Diffs.
Obtained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Poor Readers vs.
Average Readers

0.3
0.2

24
96 0.028 2.869 2.86x

Poor Readers vs.
Good Readers

0.5
0.2

24
73 0.051 4. 956 3.44**

Average Readers
vs. Good Readers

0.296
0.273 0.023 2.287 2.86

*Critical Value q .95 (2,54)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,54)

TABLE 4.12

STI.JDENT NEI\IMAN-IGULS TESTS FOR A\GRAGE DURATION
OF FIXATION FOR INDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIONAL AND

FRUSTRATION LEVELS OF READING PERFORMANCE

Comparison Mean Diffs
0btained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Independent vs.
Instructional

0.279
0.307 0.028 7.474 2.83x

Independent vs.
Frustration

0.279
0.307 0. 028 7.474 3. 40*x

Instructional
vs. Frustration

0.307
0.307 0. 000 0. 000 2.83

*Critical Value q .95 (2,108)

**Critical Value q .95 (5,108)
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exhibit a longer duration of fixation than either average

oT good readers when reading passages at their independent,

instructional, and frustration 1evels of reading perfor-
mance. An observation of the mean frequency of average

duration of fixation for poor, average, and good readers

(figure 2) suggests that the average duration of fixation
for poor readers does not fo1low the sane increasing

linear trend that it does for average and good readers.

The mean difference between average duration of

fixation exhibited by average readers and average duration

of fixation exhibited by good readers was not significant
and so nul1 hypothesis nine could not be rejected for this
comparison.

The -contrasts between independent and instructional
leve1s of reading performance and between independent and

frustration leve1s of reading performance were significant
since the obtained values exceeded the theoretical values

for these comparisons. Therefore, it u/as possible to

reject null hypothesis four for these comparisons and to

accept the alternative hypothesis that significant differ-
ences do exist for the average duration of fixation
exhibited by pupils reading passages at their independent

and instructional 1eve1s of readj-ng performance and by

pupils reading passages at their independent and frustration
levels of reading performance. However, the mean difference

between average duration of fixation exhibited at their
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instructional leve1 and average duration

exhibited at their frustration leve1 was

and so the nul1 hypothesis four could not

this comparison.

of fixation

not significant

be rej ected for

rate of
m.) is

Hypotheses Five and Ten

These hypotheses asserted that grade five students

would exhibit a difference in the average rate of reading

(words per ninute) cornputed from passages read at their
independent, instructional and frustration leve1s of reading

performance. The assertion was tested in its nu11 hypoth-

esis form by examining the differences in mean scores among

average reading rate for poor, average, and good readers.

The dependent variable was computed for each of the three
passages by dividing 6000 by the tirne (in seconds) to read

the middle one hundred words. l

Table 4.13 shows the comparison for average

reading rate in words per minute. The obtained differences
were significant at the'.05 1eve1. Thus it was possible to

reject nu1l hypotheses five and ten and to accept the

alternative hypotheses that significant differences do

exist in the average reading rate exhibited by grade five
pupils reading passages at their independent, instructional,

lBio*"trics Read.ing Eye I I records at
10 m. m. / sec. or ó 0 cms . ,/min. Readíng rate (w
to 100 words divided by one sixtieth of the, 1
eye-movement graph (cm.) or 6000 divided by t
to read 100 words.

a
.p"
eng
he

th of
t ime

equal
the

(secs.)
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TABLE 4.13

TWO WAY ANOVA FOR AVERAGE READING RATE (WORDS
PER MTNUTE) AT INDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIOML
AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS FOR POOR, AVERAGE

AND GOOD READERS

Source of Variation d.f. S. S. M.S. F

Between Sub ects
LIY (RAB) 2

54
229397.7s00
293169.6875

114ó98.87s0
s429.0664

27.r27k
Subj ects \,ùithin groups

Within Sub ects
) 2

4
108

27rs2.187s
4ó01. 6250

70196 .5625

13576.0938
1150.4063

649 . 9ó8 0

20. 987**
L.770RAB X RED

Readability X Subjects
within groups

Total L70 61348s.0000

*Critical Value F .95 (2,54) = 3.18

**Critical Value F .95 (2,108) = 3.09

TABLE 4.14

STI.IDENT NEWMAN-IGULS TESTS FOR AVERAGE REAJTNG
RATE FOR POOR, AVERAGE, AND GOOD READERS

Comparison Mean Diffs.
0btained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Poor Readers vs.
Average Readers

I30.667
173.048 42.38r 4.4s0 2.96*

Poor Readers vs.
Good Readers

7s0.667
220.667 90.000 8.962 3.44*x

Average Readers vs.
Good Readers

773.048
220.667

*Critical Value q .95 (2,54)

**Critical Value q .95 (3,54)

47 .6l-9 4.852 2.96x
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aTLd frustration 1eve1s of reading performance and that

significant differences exist between poor, average, and

good readers in the average reading rate exhibited in

reading passages at their independent, instructional, 'and

frustration leve1s of reading performance.

Tables 4.I4 and 4.15 present the results for the

Student Newman-Keuls procedure applied to the relevant

contrasts. The contrasts between poor, average, and good

readers u/ere significant since the obtained values

exceeded the theoretical values for all comparisons.

Theref ore, it r^/as possible to re j ect nul1 hypothesis ten

and to accept the alternative hypothesis that the means

for the three groups could not have been drawn from the

same population. More specificalTy, it was possible to say

that poor readers exhibit a slower average rate of reading

than either average or good readers when reading passages

at their independent, instructional, and frustration levels

of reading performance ?nd that average readers exhibit a

slower average rate of read,ing than good readers when

reading passages at their independent, instructional, and

frustration 1eve1s of reading performance.

The contrasts between ind.ependent, instructional

and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance were signif-
icant since the obtained values exceeded the theoretical
values for all comparisons. Therefore, .it was possible to

reject nu11 hypothesis five and to accept the alternative
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hypothesis that significant differences do exist among

average reading rates exhibited by pupils reading at their
independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of

reading perfornance. More specifically, it is possible to
say that grade five pupils exhibit a faster average reading

tate when reading passages at their independent 1eve1 than

when reading passages at either their instructional level
or frustration 1evel of reading performance. rn addition,
grade five pupils exhibit a faster average reading rate
when reading passages at their instructional 1evel than

when reading passages at their frustration 1evel of reading

performance.

TABLE 4.15

STUDENT NEI^IT4AN-IGULS TEST FOR A\,ERAGE READING
RATE FOR INDEPENDENT, INSTRUCTIOML, AND

FRUSTRATION LEVELS OF
READING PERFORJ\4ANCE

Comparison Mean Diffs.
0btained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Independent vs.
Instructional

Independent vs
Frustration

Instructional vs.
Frustration

189.096
176.849

189. 096
158.436

L76.849
158.436

r2.247

30. 660

18. 413

3.627 ) a7*
L. OJ

9.080 3. 40**

5. 453 2. g3*

*Critical Value q

**Critical Value q

.95

.95

(2,108)

(3,108)
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Results of Comprehension Tests

Table 4.16 presents the results for an analysis of

variance for comprehension scores on the ten true-fa1se
questions that accompany the Readins Eye Test Selections.

The obtained difference for the variation among the three

reading groups was not significant at the .05 1eve1, so it
was not possible to compare this result with other effects
of the independent.variable. The obtained difference for
the main effect of readability (RED) was significant at the

.05 1eve1 so it was possible to say that grade five pupils
exhibit a difference in their compïehension of passages at

their independent, instructional, and frustration leve1s of
reading performance.

Table 4.17 presents the results for the Student

Newman-Keu1s procedure applied to the relevant contrasts.
The contrast for comprehension between independent 1eve1 of

reading performance and frustration 1eve1 of reading perfor-
mance was significant since the obtained value exceeded the

theoretical value for this comparison. More specifically,
it is possible to say that grade five pupils exhibit a

higher comprehension when reading passages at their indepen-

dent 1eve1 than when reading passages at their frustration
level. However, the mean differences between comprehension

scores exhibited at their independent 1eve1 and instruct-
ional level or their instructional 1eve1 and frustration
level were not significant since the obtained. values did

not exceed the theoretical values for these comparisons.
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TABLE 4.16

TWO WAY ANOVA FOR COMPR¡N¡NSION AT INDEPENDENT,
INSTRUCTIOML, AND FRUSTRATION LE\¡ELS FOR POOR,

AVERAGE, AND GOOD READERS

Source of Variation d.f. S.S. M.S. F

Between Subìects
Reading Ability (RAB)
Subj ects within grotÌps

Within Subjects

2 r07.703s
1824s.s62s

53.8517
337.8806

0. 159
54

Readability (RED)
RAB X RED
Readability & Subjects

within groups

2

4
LL4r.9297
L075.2649

r9r22.5625

39818. 7500

s70.9648
268.8162

3.225*x
1. 518

108

L70

177. 0608

Total

**Critical Value F .95 (2,108) = 3.09

TABI.E 4. 17

STUDENT NEI¡JIVÍAN-IGULS TESTS FOR AVERAGE
CO}IPREFIENSION AT INDEPENDENT
INSTRUCTIONAL, AND FRUSTRATIðN
LEVELS OF READING PERFOR]ITANCE

Comparison Mean Diff.
Obtained

Value
Theoretical

Value

Independent vs.
Instructional-

7r.tzg
ó5.491 5.6s7 3. 198 3 -40

Independent vs.
Frustration

7I.I28
6s.824 5. 304 3. 009 7,.83*.

Instructional vs.
Frustration

65.491
65.824 .333 .189 2.83

*Critical Value q .95 (2,108)
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Figure 3 presents a comparison of the mean values for

comprehension scores among poor, average, and good readers

at their independent, instructional, and frustration leve1s

of reading performance. An observation of this graph

suggests that the comprehension for poor and good readers

does not follow the same decreasing linear trend as that
for average readers
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CFI,APTER V

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Introduc t ion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

relationship of eye movements to variations in readab-

ility levels by assessing the reading performance of

approxinately sixty Grade five pupils reading passages at

their independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s.

Eye movements of students of poor, average, and good

reading ability were assessed to determine the effect of

variations in readability.

The'specific purposes of this study were to answer

the following questions. (

1. What effect will materials at the pupil's independent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading achievement

have on the number of fixations and regressions he exhib-

ited in reading?

Z. How will the average span of recognition, average

duration of fixation and reading rate the pupil exhibits
during reading be affected by reading rnaterials at his

independêttr instructional, and frustration 1eve1s?

B2
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3. What differences will exist among poor, average, and

good readers in the number of fixations and regressions

exhibited when reading passages at their independent,

instructional, and frustration leve1s.

4. What differences will exist among poor, average, and

good readers i.n the average span of recognition, average

duration of fixation, and reading rate exhibited in reading

passages at their independent, instructional, and frustra-
tion 1eve1s?

Summary

Analysis of the data presented in Chapter IV

yielded the following findings concerning inter-group and

intra-group variations in eye-movement behavior of grade

five pupils as a result of variations in readability.
Conclusions one to ten deal with comparisons among poor,

average, and good readers at indepencient, instructional and

frustration 1eve1s of reading performance:

1. Poor readers made more fixations than either average oï

good readers when reading passages at their independent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading

performance.

2. Average readers made more fixations than good readers

when reading passages at their independent, instruct-
ional and frustration leve1s of reading performänce.

3. Poor ,readers nade more regressions ihan. either aveïage
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4

or good readers when reading passages at their indepen-

dent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of reading

performance.

Average readers made more regressions than good readers

when reading passages at their independent, instruct-
iona1, and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance.

Poor readers exhibited a smaller average span of

recognition than either average or good readers when

reading passages at their independent, instructional,
and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance.

Average readers exhibited a smaller average span of
recognition than good readers when reading at their
independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of

reading .perf ormance.

Poor readers exhibited a longer aveïage duration of
fixation than either average or good readers when

reading passages at their independent, instructional,
and frustration 1eve1s of reading performance.

There was no significant difference between average

readers and good readers in the average duration of
fixation exhibited in reading passages at their indep-

endent, instructional, and frustration leve1s of
reading performance.

Poor ieaders exhibited. a slower reading rate than

eíther average or good readers when reading passages at

their independent, instructional, and frustration

5

6

7

ö

9
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1eve1s of reading performance.

Average readers exhibited a slower reading rate than

good readers when reading passages at their indepen-

dent, instructional and frustration 1evels of reading

performance.

The following conclusions refer to all students in
I

study regardless of reading ability:
There was no significant difference in the number of

fixations exhibited by grade five pupils reading

passages at their independent or instructional leve1s

of reading performance. These pupils nade fewer

fixations when reading passages at their independent

or instructional 1eve1s of readì-ng performance than

when reading passages at their frustration 1evel of

reading performance.

There v/as no significant difference in the number of

regressions exhibited by grade five pupils reading

passages at their independent or instructional 1eve1s

of reading performance. These pupils made fewer

regressions when reading passages at their independent

or instructional levels of reading performance than

when reading passages at their frustration 1eve1 of

reading performance.

There was no significant difference in the average

span of recognition exhibited by grade five pupils

reading passages at their independent or instructional
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levels of reading performance. These pupils exhibited

a larger average span of recognition when reading

passages at their independent or instructional 1evels

of reading performance than when reading passages at

their frustration 1eve1 of reading performance.

L4. Grade five pupils exhibited a shorter average duration

of fixation when reading passages at their independent

1eve1 of reading performance than when reading

passages at their instructional or frustration leve1s

of reading performance. However, there was no

significant d.ifference in the average duration of

fixation exhibited by grade five pupils reading

passages at their instructional or frustration 1evels

of read.ing perf ormance.

15. Grade five pupils exhibited a slower reading rate

when reading passages at their independent 1eve1 of

reading performance than when reading passages at

their instructional or frustration levels of reading

performance. A1so, grade five pupils exhibited a

slower reading rate when reading passages at their
instructional level of reading performance than when

reading passages at their frustration 1evel of

reading performance.

Limitations of the Study

The najor linitation
procedures used to determine

of the study pertains to the

pupils' functional reading
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1eve1s. The determination of functional reading 1eve1s \tras

linited by the use of the Botel Readi Inventory A. This

test does not provide specific grade level placement for
students functioning at Junior High and senior High 1eve1s.

These functional leve1s correspond to grades seven to

eight for Junior High and grades nine to twelve for senior
,t

High.' Therefore, in conjunction with these approximations,

the passag es used from the Readins Eye Test Selections had

a readability of 8.0 for Junior High and 10.5 for Senior
)

High 1eve1s. "

Since formulas for deternining readability
presently in use consider only sentence length and number

of difficult or polysyllabic words, the materials selected

to examine the effects of variations in readability were

linited to a consideration of these two factors. Further

studies could profitably match pupils' functional reading

leve1s with passages selected on the basis of additional
linguistic factors such as number of T-units and sentence

combining transformations .

The generalizations based on the results of this
study must be limited to the population of grade five
pupils sampled. Furthermore, since there was an attempt to

control the number of good, average, and poor readers

1Bote1,

Taylor,

The Botel Reading Inventory,
?

Grade Level Norms p. 10.

p. 16.
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involved in the study, the generalizations based upon the

results should be linited to these categories. No attempt

was made to control sanpling in terms of sex, chronological

ãEê, or socio-economic status. However, within this
context, gener aLízations l^Íere possible concerning inter-
group and intra-group variations in reading behavior.

The hypotheses und.er investigation did not include

a study of comprehension. The measurement of comprehen-

sion in this study was linited to checking the validity of

the pupil's reading of the passages as suggested by the

manual for use with the Reading Eye Test Selections.3 A

related study could investigate the effect of such

variations in readability on more sophisticated measures of

comprehens ion.

The sensitivity to head movements of the Bionetrics

Reading Eye II required that graphs from four of the

subj ects (three average readers, one poor reader) had to

be eliminated from the study.

Fina11y, the novelty of the equipment and testing

procedures used may have resulted in somewhat atypical

recordings of eye movements.

STayror,
36.

Eye-Ìvfovement Photography with the Reading
EYe, P
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Conc 1us ions

Results indicate that poor readers and average

readers exhibited fewer fixations and regressions at their
instructional 1eve1 than at either their independent or

frustration levels (Figure 4 and. 5) . Good readers r oû the

other hand, exhibited almost the same number of fixations
and regressions at their independ.ent and instructional
levels but both levels are well below their frustration
leve1 (Figure 4 and 5) . In addition, poor read.ers

exhibited a longer average span of recognition and longer

average duration of fixation at their instructional level
than at either their independent or frustration 1eve1s

(Figure 1 and 2) . Average readers and good readers, on the

other hand, .exhibited a decreasing average span of

recognition and an increasing average duration of fixation
as they read from their independ.ent to instructional to

frustration levels (Figure 1 and 2).

While furLher studies would be required to deter-

mine the rneaning of these latter variations, the results
seem to conflict with the conclusions of Tinker , TayIor,

Seibert, Ballantyne, and Morse with regard to the stability
of eye-movement performance.4 Ia does, or the other hand,

support the investigations of Ruclde11, Sirickiand, and

Smith concerning the importance of natching the appropriate-

ness of material to the syntactic maturity of the reader.5

Snith examined the effects of changes in the syntax
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of a set of passages while retaining the same vocabulary

and content. He found that students in grades four, five,
and six were able to read fourth grade writing moïe easily
than writing by more mature students but that for olde.r

students the fourth grade writing was not the easiest.

More mature students in grades eight through twelve found

the eighth grade writing easier to read than either the

less complex fourth grade writing or the more complex

twelfth grade writirrg. 6

Froese, Braun, and Neilson in studying the poten-

tial of eye-movement photography as an instructional tool
found similar results to the present study. Typical

student profiles showed an increase in the number of

fixations per. one hundred words when reading easy or diff-
icult materials and lower comprehension when reading easy

or difficult materials. They examined the passages used

and discovered that the materials at different readability

4^."I'1nker, "Time Relations f or Eye Movement Measuresr"
pp. 1- 10 .

Taylor, Frackenpohl, and Pettee, "Validity of Eye-
Movement Photography," p. 8.

Ahrendt and Ivlosedale, "Eye Movement photographyr"
p. 150.

Morse, 'rThe Individual ity of Eye Movements , "pp. 35-38.
5Ruddel1, 

L
Processr" pp. 1-19.

Strickland,
Chi 1dr en, p. 86.

ith, "Trapp. 52-62 .

nsformed Syntactic Structure 1n Reading r"

anguage Acquisition and the Reading

Scho o 1The Language of E1 enentary
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levels were varied in linguistic conposition. A sharp

increase in the number of sentence-combining transforma-

tions was present from independent to instructional to

frustration levels of reading performance. They postulated

that these transformations rnight affect reading perfor-
7nance.

'the signif icantly superior performance of all
subjects at their independent and instructional levels as

opposed to their frustration leveI provides a physiological

basis for the need to avoid the use of material that is
above the instructional 1evel if students are to perform

efficiently in terms of eye movements in reading. In

addition the results for poor readers suggest that the

instructional leve1 elicits a greater degree of concentra-

tion than is evident at either their independent or

frustration 1evels.

Poor reaclers exhibited significantly slower average

reading rates than either average or good readers at their

6 rbid.
TVi.rot Froese, Carl Braun, and A11an Neilsen,

"Eye Movement Photography: An Instructional Tool?" In
Reading: Convention and Inquiry , 24th yearbook of the
National Reading Conference, edited by George H. McNich
and lVallace D. Mi11er, (C1emson, South Carolina: The
National Reading Conference, Inc., I975) pp. 106-11.
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independent, instructional, and frustration 1eve1s of
reading. Average readers exhibited significantly slower

reading rates than good readers at their independent,

instructional, and frustration 1evels of reading. rn

Additi-on, the decrease in average read.ing rate for poor

readers was rnuch snaller (14.1 w.p.rn. ) between independent

and frustration levels than it was for either average

readers (40.8 w.p.m. ) or good readers (s7.1 !r.p.m. ) . These

results seen to support the conclusion of Blonmers and

Lindquist who found that good compïehenders adjusted. their
rate by slowing down as material increased in difficulty
whereas poor comprehenders apparently read easy and diffi-
cult material at much the same rate.8 A closer examination
of the mean.values for reading rates (Figure 6) indicates
that good readers and average readers decreased. their
reading rate approximately twice as much between instruct-
ional and frustration 1evels as between independent and

instructional 1eve1s while poor readers decreased. their
reading rate approximately one half as much between

instructional and frustration 1eve1s as between independ.ent

and instructional 1eve1s. while further studies are

required to deternine the meaning of these variations, it
nay be that for poor readers there exists a 1eve1 of

8Blom"rs and
Reading, " pp. 449 -7 3 .

Lindquist, I'Rate of Comprehension of
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complexity in the material (e.g. instructional 1eve1)

beyond which they are unable to discriminate. snith in his
study of the effect of material written at different leve1s

of syntactic maturity speculated that for students in'the
lower grades, four, five, and six, factors such as

redundancy of material may pray an inportant part in word

predictability, conmon1-y referred to as cIoze. On the

other hand, the more mature students in grade eight to

twelve performed better on material which was less redun-

dant and structura1ry nore complex.9 If the better readers

in this study possess greater syntactic ski11s than poor

readers they rnay also be more able to perceive changes in
the complexity of material and adjust their reading rates

accordingly.. smith in examining the usual processing systen

of the individual refers to this type of information

overload as producing "tunnel vision". Since the amount of

visual information that can be picked up in a single glance

is limited by the processing requirement of about 200 nsec

for every new input, the amount one apprehends will depend

upon prior knowledge and experi"rr.".10

9

Reading, "
10

Snith, I'Transf ormed Syntactic Structure in
pp. 52-62.

Frank Smith, Understandins Readins: A Psvchol-
1 istic Anal sis of Readin
or o t, R lne art an lVins ton, Inc . , 19 71) , p

(New
103 .
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Implications for Educational Practice

The implications of this study apply to various

educational practitioners. In particular, the findings
suggest certain needs in the area of diagnosis, individual-
ization for instruction, and selection of appropriate

materials.

The major inplication of the findings of the

present study is that eye movement behavior of grade five
pupils is affected by variations in readability 1eve1s and

that these changes are reflected in eye movements that are

exhibited most efficiently at the pupil's instructional
level. This appears to be more crucial for poor readers

than for average or good readers. This result demonstrates

that the reader possesses a heightened degree of cognitive
clarity and an increased capacity for short term memory at

the instructional 1eve1 as opposed to either the ind,ependent

or frustration 1eve1r.11

Increases in the number of fixations and regressj_ons

when reading easy (independent 1eve1) or difficult (frustra-

tion leve1) material demonstrate, physiologically, the need

11 John Downing, "A Sumrnary of Evidence Related to
the Cognitive Clarity Theory of Reading," Diversity in
Mature Reading Theor and Research 22nd Yearbook of
the National Reading Conference, Volume I, edited by Phif
L. Nacke (Boone, IIorth Carolina: 'fhe National Readi-ng
Conference, Inc. , I97 3), pp. 178 -84.

Frank Srnith, Understandins Readins , pp. 77-78"
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for instruction at appropriate reading levels.
In addition, the comparatively greater effect of

these variations in readability on the eye movements of poor

readers as opposed to average and good readers underlines
the need to consider appropriate reading 1eve1s when

planning instruction for poor readers.

Many studies have stressed the need to provide

greater individualization of instruction for reading and

language development and diagnostic methods such as the

individuarized reading inventory have been devised to aid
in the identification of functional reading 1eve1s. This

study supports the need for these measures and reveals the

importance for teachers to determine the instructional
1eve1 (s) for. each pupil and to select materials that are

both appropriate to that instructional level and appropriate

in linguistic composition. Furthermore the evidence

relating to poor readers reveals that reading imposes a

greater physiological demand on poor readers than on average

or good readers. Possibly more frequent yet shorter periods

of instruction would be appropriate for poor readers. In

addition the comparatively longer duration of fixation and

larger span of recognition exhibited at the instructional
1eve1 for poor readers suggests a greater degree of concen-

tration than is evident at either their inCependent oï

frustration 1evel. Teachers might profitably ernploy

strategies for poor readers that would develop concentration.
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Activities
obj ects or

for reading

span.

such as those that require the pupil to recall
sequences of events, or to set specif ic pul-poses

could help to expand the reader's attention

lVhile further studies are required to determine

the relative effects of the variables that influence
readability of materials, the relationships described in
this study between variations in readability and eye

movements of grade five pupils support the need to provide

curriculum materials to accommodate pooï, average and good

readers that are appropriate in interest 1eve1 ye t vary

widely in readability. In selecting these materials,
curriculum developers night consider not only the more

common variables identified by readability formulas such

as sentence length and number of po1ysy11able words but

also such factors as passage length, number of T-units and

sentence combining transformations. Material should be

used that progresses from common to uncomnon language

structures and that presents and teaches the use of
syntactic cues while providing the teacher with necessary

scientific knowledge of language development useful for
the instruction of these cues.

Administrators of reading programs, in order to
allow for the need for greater individualization of

instruction, must provid.e teachers with .a wider range of

appropriate reading materials that recogniz'e the importance
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of the naturation of language development in learners.

Teachers need time for, and expertise in determining

appropriate levels of instruction. Classes of readers for
instruction need to be based on functional reading leve1s

as well as factors of interest and age. Poor readers

require more tine to develop necessary language facility
and instructional procedures must take into consideration

the physiological demands of reading and the individual

differences that exist amongst readers with regard to these

demands. It is in the assessment of these demands upon the

reader where eye movement photography may provide important

instructional information concerning the productive

performance leve1 of a studentrs reading ability.

Inpl ica.tions f or Further Re search

While the ðata demonstrate the effects on eye

movements of variations in readability as determined by

accepted readability formulae, there is a need to expand

our understanding of what factors contribute to the readab-

ility of material. Further studies are required to examine

the importance of such factors as T-Units, sentence

combining transformations, other linguistic structures on

readability and the physiological measures of eye movements

In addition, there is a need to develop more

accurate and widely accepted measures of functional 1eve1s

of reading abiltty. Powe11, for example, suggested that
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younger children can tolerate nore word recognition errors
and maintain acceptable comprehension 1eve1s than can older
youngsters in grades three through six.12 Fto"r", in

examining the use of Informal Reading rnventories raised

the following concerns that relate to the leve1s established-
(1) The criteria for acceptable word recognition

ì

errors may need to vary with the grade

placement and ability leve1 of the student.

(2) The types of errors scored may affect the

1eve1 indicated. Some, for example, count

repetitions as errors while others do not.

(3) Not all functional levels nay be equally valid
constructs. The differences exhibited in

. performance between the independent 1eve1 and

the instructional 1eve1 rnay be of greater

significance than that which exists between

the instructional and frustration 1eve1.

(4) Comprehension questions used vary considerably

in type and predictive value. In the present

study no significant differences in mean

comprehension percentages were exhibited by

students reading at independent, instructional

I2W. R. Powe11, "Reappraising the Criteria for
Interpreting
Eva luat ion
Réàling Asso

Informal Reading Inventories." In Reading
edited by D. de Boer. (Newark: Intefñãîlõña1
ciation, 1968) .
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or frustration levels. This was not

unexpected since the sirnple true or false
response required of the student could not

be considered a va1id. measure of his conprehen-

sion abil íty at the levels established. A

related study is needed to assess the effects
of variations in readability on more

sophisticated measures of comprehension.

(5) The interest of passages used is generally not

controlled across Informal Reading Inventories

and though not considered in assessing

readability can, nevertheless, affect
performance.

(6) Informal Reading Inventories constructed by

different authors do not necessarily agree on

the functional reading 1eve1 they predict

since no standard exists against which Informal

Reading Inventories can be compar"d.13

Certainly, more research is required to establish

the validity of the constructs for functional reading

1eve1s. In addition, greater standardization in the

1svi.aot Froese, "I. R. I. 's at the Secondary Level
amined, " in Interaction: Research and Practice in
e Adult Rea 1n

Re-Ex
Co11e r

on erence, e te y Phil L.
Carolina: The National Readi
pp. I20-24.

earbook of the Nãtionâ1 Reading
Nacke (C1emson, South

ng Conference, Inc., I974)
1
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construction of materials and criteria used to establish

these levels is necessary.

It nay be that further studies of the effects of

reading behavior on physiological responses, such as those

conducted by Eckwa1114 using the polygraph and Ruge115

using G.S.R. as a measure of anxiety, will produce a

clearer understanding of functional reading 1eve1s.

The data partially support the findings of Taylor

with respect to the effect of difficulty of content at or

below grade 1eve1.16 For fixations, regressions and

average span of recognition no significant differences were

noted for grade five students reading passages at their
independent and instructional 1eve1s. However, significant
differences.were found for aveïage duration of fixation and

reading rate at these 1evels" Perhaps the fact that the

present study established individual instructional 1eve1s

rather than a group mean reading achievement leve1 nay

have accounted for these difference ,.17 Further studies

148. E. Eckwal1, and J. K
Polygraph to Determine Elementary
Frustration Reading Leve1," Final
L97 L

15R.

Dif f icu1ty,"
458-ó0.

Rugel, "Arousal and Levels of
Reading Teacher 24 (January

English, "Use of the
School Studentsr
Report. E D 052 915,

Reading
le71):

P.
The

16Tuy1ot, Frackenpohl, and Pettee, "Validity of
Eye Movement Photography, " p. 8.

17Ibid, p. T .
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rnight profitably explore the relationship between factors

of readability, syntax, and average duration of fixation

particularly as it affects poor readers.

While not meeting the established criteria for

significance (.05) for all subjects reading at their

independent and instructional levels, the drop in mean

values for number of fixations and regressions at the

instructional leve1 by poor and average readers (Figures

4 and 5) may suggest a relationship between the appropriate-

ness of the material in terms of some factors of readability

or syntactical structure and the efficiency of reading

behavior in terms of fixations and regressions. Further

investigations of this relationship and of the factors

involved could indicate their importance for instructional

procedures.

The disparity in performance by poor leaders as

compared to average and good readers with respect to

average span of recognition (figure 1) and average duration

of fixation (figure 2) also seems to point to a significant

relationship between the appropriateness of material

(instructional leve1) and eye-movement behavior. These

deviations from an apparent linear trend for average and

good readers with respect to average span of recognition

and average duration of fixation require further study to

deternine their irnportance and impl ications for

instructional procedures applied to poor readers.
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While reading rate is but a derivative of the

eye-movement factors previously discussed, the results of

the study not only support previous ,research which has

pointed out the greater flexibility of good readers as

opposed to poor readers but also suggests an individual

criteria leve1 for passage conplexity or for factors

affecting that complexity beyond which reading rate is more

significantly affected. Snith has suggested that a state

of iltunnel visi-on" develops as a result of information

overload since the individual does not possess the

necessary prior knowledge and experience to apprehend the

same amount of inforrnation at that 1eve1.18 Therefore,

more research is required to examine the possible existence

of an individual critical level and, if sor by what means

that 1eve1 might be deternined.

18 Frank Snith, Understanding Reading, p. 105.
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APPENDIX A

RAIIT DATA

Explanation of

Column

Columnar Headings.

Data

1 Reading ability sub-group:
P=poor A=average G=good

)

3

4

5

Independent reading leve1.

fnstructional reading 1eve1.

Frustration reading 1eve1.

Testing treatment pattern:
1- Instructional, Independent, Frustration
2= Frustration, Independent, Instructional
3= Independent, Instructional, Frustration
4- Instructional, Frustration, Independent
5- Frustration, Instructional, Independent
6= Independent, Frustration, fnstructional

6 Nunber of fixations per 100
independent 1eve1.

words at

7 Number of fixations
instructional 1eve1.

per 100 words at

8 Number of fixations
tration leve1.

per 100 words at frus-

9 Number of regressions per 100 words at
independent 1eve1.

10 Number of regressions per 100 words at
instructional 1eve1.

11 Number of Tegressions per 100 words at
frustration leve1.

Average
1eve1.

L2 span of recognition at independent
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13 Average span of recognition at instructional
leve1.

I4 Average span of recognition at frustration
1eve1.

15 Average duration
1eve1.

of fixation at independent

16 Average duration of fixation at instructional
1eve1.

T7 Average duration of fixation at frustration
1eve1.

18 Average reading rate in words per minute at
independent 1eve1.

19 Average reading rate in words per minute at
instructional 1eve1.

7,0 Average reading rate in
frustration 1eve1.

words per minute at

2I Comprehension percentage at independent 1eve1.

instructional1) Conprehension percentage at
1eve1.

?3 Cornprehension percentage at frustration 1eve1.



Student
Number 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 I 10 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

IZ

15

I4

l_5

P

A

P

P

A

A

P

A

A

G

A

P

G

G

P

3

3

1

?

3

3

3

4

2

5

3

1

3

6

3

6 J.H. 1

sR.H. 1

35

J.H. 4

J.H. 5

SR.H. 2

52

J.H. 5

J.H. 6

SR.H. 2

SR. H. ó

32

SR.H. 4

SR. H. 1

6s

150

r22

230

L.20

96

96

134

84

136

9s

TT2

L9?,

84

/5

L4Z

95

r33

202

155

100

73

87

99

L46

103

r33

7.24

85

77

rz4

L26

T44

234

119

137

r07

L22

101

156

114

L70

240

103

68

162

36

32

68

18

20

22

50

13

38

16

28

60

16

11

10

2L

34

44

50

25

I7

28

15

20

19

43

62

18

T4

10

3Z

37

58

2S

33

2T

27

16

45

11

57

66

28

L2

24

J.H

2

6

6

J.H

4

6

5

J. I-I

J.H

2

J.H

J.H

4

P
H
t.)



Student
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

16

L7

18

20

??

24

26

27

z8

z9

30

31

32

33

34

G

G

P

A

P

G

G

G

A

G

G

A

A

A

A

6

6

3

5

3

6

3

6

5

5

3

J

5

5

5

J

J

4

J

4

H

H

SR. H.

SR. H.

5

SR. H.

J. H.

SR. H.

SR. H.

SR. H.

J. H.

SR. H.

SR. H.

SR. H.

J. H.

SR. H.

SR. H.

5

6

1

5

1

1

6

6

5

3

1

3

2

1

6

101

78

202

L32

138

r22

r28

101

94

88

L20

140

94

L26

65

r07

88

L64

r46

r44

104

136

108

87

81

100

163

TI2

148

94

120

10s

172

187

140

707

157

105

9s

82

TT7

189

92

204

TT3

T7

L2

64

.46

30

36

28

33

I6

18

38

40

16

33

T4

20

?0

27

44

28

31

33

36

19

20

27

50

30

35

19

24

15

43

s8

28

36

34

29

3I

15

z6

73

19

68

s4

H

J.H

J.H

J.H
H
H
(^

6

J.H

J.H

J.H

6

J.H

J.H



Student
Nunber 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 11

35

36

JI

38

39

40

4L

4?

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

G

G

G

A

G

A

A

P

G

P

A

A

A

A

P

6

4

5

3

5

3

2

2

6

?

3

3

3

4

5

J

J

J

H

H

H

SR. H.

SR. H.

SR. H.

J. H.

SR. H.

5

J. H.

5

SR. H.

J. H.

J. H.

J.II.

J. H.

6

J. H.

3

3

4

4

1

6

4

')

6

?

3

?

5

4

4

7Z

91

136

r2.0

1)

r0z

L26

r46

124

T78

220

194

124

10s

155

89

97

L32

r23

81

r07

104

108

125

r67

100

105

103

t20

190

87

96

139

100

104

140

116

116

r67

2r0

TzT

115

r47.

111

r87

13

16

34

z2

13

32

z4

44

J¿

42

100

28

36

24

JJ

z4

2Z

30

22

11

,)?

L7

40

29

35

19

34

20

24

49

30

16

26

I7

2T

36

T4

33

37

50

5¿

36

z6

24

62

6

J.H

4

6

4

J.H

5

6

6

6

5

6

P
ts
Þ



Student
Nunber 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

50

51

52

53

s4

55

56

57

58

59

60

6-1

A

P

P

G

G

P

P

P

P

A

P

P

3

3

3

5

6

3

5

?

3

5

3

7

6

5

4

6

J.H

4

ó

5

J.H

J.H

ó

3

J.I-I.

J. H.

5

J. H.

SR. H.

6

J. H.

6

SR. H.

SR. H.

J. FI.

4

I
1

4

5

6

1

3

4

2

3

5

-5

160

LT2

138

89

L29

168

r36

T64

118

r46

198

194

160

T32

114

87

120

145

119

r24

r26

160

77I

2L4

191

140

97

119

190

192

]-26

l-34

r23

2l-6

145

55 /

56

38

46

2T

28

62

40

34

28

40

58

72

36

20

32

19

29

44

32

24

39

45

51

94

48

38

z)

)7

56

78

32

33

26

65

51

183

H
H
(Jr



Student
Number 12 13 14 15 16 T7 18 19 20 2L 22 2.s

1

)

aJ

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

T2,

13

L4

15

0.77

0.82

0 .43

0.83

1.04

1.04

0.75

1. 19

0.73

1.05

0.89

0.52

1. 19

r .37

0.70

1.05

0.7s

0.50

0.74

1.00

L.37

1.15

1.01

0.68

0 .97

0.7s

0.45

1. 18

1.30

0.81

0.79

0. ó9

0. 43

0.84

0.73

0.93

0.82

0.99

0.64

0.88

0.59

0 .42

0 .97

L. 47

0 .62

0 .27

0 .29

0.43

0.51

0 .26

0 .28

0.39

0 .27

0.32

0 .32

0 .24

0. 38

0.26

0 .27

0 .37

0.34

0.30

0.48

0 .32

0.32

0 .34

0 .29

0 .29

0.35

0.31

0. 33

0.40

0.31

0.25

0.41

0.32

0.31

0.53

0.35

0. 51

0. 56

0.35

0.26

0 .44

0.56

0 .28

0.39

0 .27

0 .25

0 .42

T7I

L7I

61

r62

240

222

115

267

140

200

222

85

273

300

115

185

L52

62

138

190

240

240

207

119

188

138

67

?37

316

118

148

133

49

T43

140

154

T4T

226

87

145

r28

64

7.r4

353

88

80

40

70

90

70

70

60

40

80

90

70

100

70

100

60

80

50

40

40

70

80

60

50

100

70

70

80

50

70

50

60

40

80

60

50

50

70

60

90

70

30

70

70

90

30

H
H
o\



Student
Number L2 T3 I4 15 16 I7 18 19 20 2L 22

16

L7

18

20

??

24

26

)1

z8

29

50

'31

32

33

34

0. 99

T.28

0. s0

0.7 6

0.72

0.82

0.78

0.99

1. 06

1.14

0.83

0.71

1. 06

0.79

1. 54

0. 93

1. 14

0.61

0. 68

0. 69

0. 96

0.73

0. 93

1.15

L .23

1.00

0. 61

0.89

0. ó8

1.06

0.83

0.9s

0. s8

0. 54

0.71

0. 94

0 .64

0.9s

1.05

1 ??

0.85

0. 53

1.09

0. 49

0.88

0 .25

0 .25

0 .32

0.2s

0 .22

0 .2s

0 .24

0.29

0 .29

0.25

0.22

0 .27

0 .26

0.29

0.28

0.28

0.26

0.4s

0 .24

0 .26

0 .26

0.28

0 .24

0.29

0.?3

0 .24

0 .25

0.25

0. 30

0 .2s

0 .27

0 .29

0. 38

0.26

0 .25

0.25

0 .28

0 .27

0. 33

0 .24

0 .28

0 .26

0 .28

0.31

0.25

235

308

95

185

194

797

194

204

223

274

230

160

246

163

325

200

26L

82

174

158

218

160

228

240

320

250

145

zI0

13s

276

188

200

92

124

169

222

138

2r3

190

300

186

L22

234

93

z13

50

80

70

70

70

60

70

60

70

50

70

80

50

90

80

70

60

60

70

60

60

60

ó0

60

60

50

80

30

80

80

50

70

80

70

90

60

80

70

50

70

50

70

40

60

70

ts
F
--¡



Student
Nurnber Lz 13 I4 15 16 L7 18 19 20 2T ')) 23

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

1. 39

1.10

0.74

0.83

1. 40

0.99

0.80

0.68

0.80

0. s6

0.45

1. 03

0.81

0.9s

0. 64

r.t2
1.03

0.76

0.81

r.24

0.93

0.9ó

0.92

0.80

0. 60

1.00

0.95

0 .97

0.83

0. s2

1.15

1.04

0.72

1.00

0.96

0.7r

0.8ó

0.86

0.ós

0. 48

0.83

0.87

0.70

0.90

0.s3

0 .28

0 .23

0 .26

0 .29

0 .29

0.27

0. 34

0 .26

0 .27

0 .26

0 .28

0.28

0.28

0.26

0 .25

0.30

0 .25

0.30

0 .29

0.?.9

0.31

0. 39

0. 31

0. 31

0 .32

0 .37

0.30

0.35

0 .22

0 .27

0. 28

0.26

0 .32

0 .32

0 .27

0.30

0 .34

0.34

0. 31

0 .27

0. 3ó

0 .7,7

0. 33

0 .27

0 .27

295

282

168

175

290

2r8

139

162

180

130

98

111

175

2r4

154

27,3

245

154

166

259

181

148

181

1s4

113

162

194

r67

222

114

24s

237

155

190

2I3

r42

1s5

1s4

119

107

136

190

r29

194

TT7

80

60

90

90

90

80

70

90

40

s0

90

80

90

70

70

80

60

60

50

90

6C,

50

80

60

70

90

80

90

60

80

60

70

70

70

50

90

60

90

50

40

70

40

50

70

90

ts
H
æ



Student
Nunber Lz T3 L4 15 16 17 18 19 20 2L )) 23

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

6û

61

0. 63

0.89

0.72

L. T2

0.77

0.60

0.73

0.60

0. B4

0.68

0.50

0. sl

0. ó3

0.76

0.88

1.15

0.85

0. 69

0.84

0.80

0.79

0 .62

0. 58

0.50

0.51

0 .71

1.03

0.84

0. s2

0.50

0.7 9

0.7 4

0.81

0.48

0.72

0.33

0 .22

0. 33

0.30

0.28

0 .28

0 .29

0.25

0 .29

0 .23

0 .27

0.26

0 .22

0 .23

0.31

0.30

0.31

0 .27

0.39

0.36

0.31

0. 38

0 .37

0.58

0 .25

0 .25

0.s4

0.35

0 .27

0.28

0.30

0 .32

0. 30

0.31

0.46

0.30

0. 19

172

r62

r43

24s

L6Z

123

168

r25

2L4

150

LT7

139

161

155

135

222

18?,

106

139

r52

124

100

91

109

L2T

r28

179

188

110

103

l-47

141

156

ó0

159

96

90

60

70

60

70

s0

60

70

50

60

90

80

60

70

90

70

60

70

80

70

60

60

40

50

ó0

70

50

90

60

80

80

70

70

80

80

80

H
H
(O
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MEAN VALUES
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APPENDIX B

1 Mean values for
and good readers
and frustration

fixations for poor, average,
at independent, instructional,

leve1 s .

,) Mean values for
and good readers
and frustration

regressions for poor, average,
at independent, instructional,

1eve1s.

5 Mean values for average span of recognition
for poor, average, and good readers at
independent, instructional, and frustration
leve1 s .

4 Mean values for average duration of fixation
for poor, average, and good readers at independent,
instructional, and frustration 1eve1s.

Mean values for average reading rate for poor 
'average, and good readers at independent,

instructional, and frustration 1eve1s.

Mean values for comprehension percentages for
poor, average, and good readers at independent,
instructional, and frustration leve1s.

5

6



LZZ

1.

Independent

F IXATIONS

Ins truc t i ona 1 Frustrat ion

Poor
Average
Good

L57.632
T23. s24
100.176

146.s79
119 . 810
101.176

L64.316
140.333
LL6.4t2

?

Independent

REGRESSIONS

Ins truc t i ona 1 Frustration

Poor
Average
Good

43.842
32.38r
22.47L

37.368
28. 09s
2s .647

48 .47 4
37.6]-9
27.000

3.

Independent

AVERAGE SPAN OF RECOGNITION

Ins truc t ional Frustration

Poor 0. ó57
Average 0.895
Good 1.045

0.73I
0.873
1.018

0.669
0.7 6s
0.916

4.

Independent

AVERAGE DURATION OF FIXATION

Ins tructional Frus tration
Poor 0.296
Average 0.27 6
Good 0.264

0.345
0.301
0.276

0.3
0.3
0.2

31
T2
79

5 AVERAGE READING RATE (Words per
minute )

Independent Ins truc t iona 1 Frus trat ion

Poor
Average
Good

138.579
tgr.238
237.47t

128.895
777.476
224.L7 6

LZ4. s26
150.429
?.00 .353

6.

Independent

COMPREHENSION (Percentage)

Instructional Frustration

Poor
Average
Good

7 0 .526
7 2 .8s7
70.000

64.7s7
67.619
64. 118

70.sz6
60 .47 6
66.47j.
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APPENDIX C

1 Passage

Eye Test

Reading

and Cornprehension Questions from Reading

BiometricsSelections for use with the

Eye II

Grade Level Subj ect Area Readabil ity

1 Grade One

2 Grade Two

3 Grade Three

4 Grade Four

5 Grade Five

6 Grad.e Six

7 Junior High

8 Senior High

Letter of Permission

Pets

Community

Hobbies

Pioneers and
Indians

Aninal s

Foreign Lands

Inventions

Biography

1

)

3

4

I
5

5

5

5

6

I

5

5

0

10. s

2 to enclose copyrighted parts of

the Reading Ey e Test Selections.
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PASSAGE ONE

Jack wished he had a pet. One day he
yellow ducks. "I can catch a duckr" thought
ând the ducks ran to the water. Jack was not
iñè water. He walked in to catch the ducks.
went too fast for hin. Then Jack went home,
ItI will f ind another P€t,r' he said.

sahl three
Jack. Jack

afrat-d of
But theY

cold ancl wet.

COMPREHENSION ONE

1.
,)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

Jack had a new Pet.

He saw some white ducks.

He saw three ducks.

Jack wanted to catch a duck'

The ducks ran to the water '

Jack was afraid of the water'

Jack fel1 into the water'

Jack got a duck for a Pet'

The ducks went too fast for Jack'

Jack said, "I will find another pet'"

Answer
Yes or No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
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PASSAGE TWO

One summer Ed worked on a farm. The farmer asked
Ed to pick a
"Pick only t

pples for five pennies a basket. He said,
hè very big, red apples.r' The first day Ed

picked only two baskets because he ate so many. That
night he was very sick. After that, he didn't eat apples.
He just picked then. He ï/as the best apple picker there.

COMPREHENSION T1ÀIO

I
2

3

4

One summer Ed worked on a farm

Ed asked if he could pick aPPles.

The farmer gave Ed five pennies a basket.

Ed was told to pick all the apples from each
tree

Ed ate many apples the first daY.

Ed picked five baskets of apples the first
day.

Ed got sick the next day.

Ed got. sick from eating apPles.

After that, Ed didn't eat aPPles.

Ed was the best apple Picker there.

Answer
Yes or No

Yes

No

Yes

5

6

No

Yes

7

I
9

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes10.
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PASSAGE THREE

Peter has a fine model railroad. He
father built it together. The train has an
passenger cars and a baggage car. He pushes
button to make it move forward or back up.
fal1s off the track when it goes too fast.
when going around a turn. Peter wants to be

and his
engine, ten
a special

The train
It whistles
a conductor.

COMPREHENSION THREE

1

)

3

4

5

Peter has a model railroad.

His uncle built it for hin.

His train has ten passenger cars.

It has three baggage cars.

He pushes a special button to make the
go on.

His tràin can move forward and back up.

Answer
Yes or No

Yes

No

Yes

No

1 ight s

6

No

Yes

7. The train fa11s off the track when it is
stopped too fast.

8. It whistles when it comes to a stop.

9. Peter wants to work for a railroad some day.

10. Peter wants to be a conductor.

No

No

Yes

Yes
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PASSAGE FOUR

A big hunt was planned because winter was colnlng'
Blackhawk was to go for the first time. The hunters
pianned to be away f9t several months. Often they went
'tñiity niles in oie duy.- .Wlen. scoufing fgt gale, the men

walkeã in single file behind the leader, but when a man

sishted game, they scattered quickly in the woods' How

prõud Blãckháwk was to shoot his first deer ! When an
är,ilnuf *ur killed, it l^/as skinned and the meat cut into
;;;îp; to be imotéa over th9 carnpf ire. The skins and meat
;;;;'packed and hidden in the toods. All the \^tay home, the
hñi"i; gatheiÀd up these bundles. They often needed
several weeks to reach home '

C OMPREHENSION FOUR

1. A big sPring hunt was Planned

Answer
Yes or No

No

? Blackhawk was
tine.

going on a hunt for the first
Yes

3 The hunters planned to be away for several
months.

Often the hunters traveled thirty miles in
one day.

The hunters camped while a scout went to
look for game

When game was sighted, the hunters scattered
through the woods.

On this hunt, Blackhawk ki11ed his first
bear.

When an animal was ki11ed, its meat was

päit"¿ into bundles and carried along '

Yes

4 Yes

5 No

6 Yes

'7
No

I No

9 The bundles of neat were
up on the waY home '

hidden to be Picked
Yes

10. It often took several weeks to reach home' Yes
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PASSAGE FIVE

The ostrich is the largest bird in the world. A
ful1 grown ostrich stands eight feet high. It certainly
is a strange looking creature with its small head, long
neck, a heavy feathered body and long sturdy 1egs. Th'e
short wings of the ostrich are useless for flying, but
they are sonetimes used as sails when running to help pick
up speed. The strong legs of the ostrich make it a very
swift runner. It takes enormous strides and can speed
along at nearly sixty miles per hour. If it ran straight,
no hórse could catch it. However the ostrich is a du1l
creature and always runs in circles. It is no trick for a
good hunter to capture one.

COMPREHENSION FIVE

Answer
Yes or No

Yes

')

1

J

9

10.

The ostrich is the

Ostriches grow to
nine feet.

The ostrich's body
feather s .

The ostrich is

Its wings are
in running.

The ostrich is a
enormous stricles

The ostrich can
hour.

1S heavily covered with

able to fJ-y short distances.

sometimes used to gain speed

fast runner because of the
he can take.

run nearly sixty miles an

Tuns in circles.

capture an ostrich.

worldts

a height

largest

of more

bird.
than

4

5

6

'7

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

8. Many people consider the ostrich a clever
bird.
The ostrich allvaYs

It is difficult to
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PASSAGE SIX

Greece and sponges are closely connected' The
Greeks were the first tõ discover sponges growing in the
ocean and to supply them to other countries. Sponggs are
gathered in shaiiow water by men it-glass-bottomed boats.
ftfrun they see sponges on thê ocean f1oor, thql-reach for
then with hooks- on poles that are sometimes fifty feet
1ong. In deeper water, men in divin
spoñges. Then all the sponges are_s
uÞ tó dry. When sponges were found
Florida, Greek divers moved there to
Most of our sponges are from Florida
finest sponges sti11 come from Greec

oòt

Greeks vlere the f irst

Greece still suPPlies

Sponges. grow onlY in

The hooked poles used
sometimes fiftY feet

In deep water sponges
diving suits.

COMPREI-IENSION STX

to discover sponges.

sponges.

ocean caves.

to gather sponges are
1ong.

are gathered by nen in

suits brins uÞ
rung togethðr änd hung
ff the coast of
carry on this trade.

But the world's

Answer
Yes or No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

o

e

1

)

3

4

5

6 Men in glass-bottomed boats point out
sponge the divefs.

Sponges must be kept moist until they
taken to market.

are

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

7

I

9

10.

Greek divers went to Florida
sponges.

Most of our sponges come from

Florida supplies the worldrs

to gather

F 1or ida .

finest sponges.
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PASSAGE SEVEN

John Holland invented a successful submari.ne in
1898. This lrishman hoped to free Ireland from England,
and became interested in submarines in hopes of sinking
the British Navy. Earlier submarines did not dive eas'ily
or stay leve1 oncesubmerged. When a torpedo was fired,
loss of weight caused the submarine to rise to the surface.
Holland worked out a clever system of taking on water or
releasing air. To dive, water was purnped into two tanks.
To surf ace, compressed air L4/as released into the tanks,
forcing the water out and rnaking the submarine lighter.
The value of Hollandts invention was not realized until
World 't{ar I was fought. Submarines today stil1 use many of
Holland's principles.

COMPREHENSION SEVEN

1. John Holland invented the submarine in 1898.

Answer
Yes or No

Yes

,)

3

4

5

'7

8

He had hopes of sinki-ng the British Navy.

attempt the inventionHolland was the first to
of a submarine,

The earlier submarines had difficulty rising
to the surface.

Loss of weight after firing a
earlier submarines to rise.

torpedo caused

Hollandts system was to take on air when
diving and release air when surfacing.

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

6

9

Water was pumped into

Compressed air forced
tanks for surfacing.

The submarines value
real ized until World

tanks for diving.

water out of the

not generally
I.

two

the

was
War

10. Today Holland's ideas are completely out of
date
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PASSAGE EIGHT

Clarence Darrow rvas an exceptionally able lawyer.
He began his career as a corporation lawyer, but resigned
his
the

position to defend a prominent labor leader. When
defense was successfui, he decided to spend his rife

defending the "underdog.'r As a firn opponent of capital
punishment, he used his trernendous courtroom ski1l to
Èave over a hundred persons charged with murder. None of
his clients was ever sentenced to death. In 1925, he
defended a school teacher who was charged with breaking a
Tennessee law that forbade teaching evolution. He lost the
case, but was so persuasive that rnány a state was
discouraged from passing sinilar 1aws. Darroh¡ was also an
author of novels and books on crime.

1 Clarence Darrow gained his fame as a
crininal lawyer.

He began his career as a patent attorney.

Defending a labor leader caused him to lose
his pos.ition in a corporation.

He was opposed to capital punishment.

He defended a hundred persons charged with
murder.

0n1y one of his clients received the death
penalty.

In 1925, he unsuccessfully defended a
Tennessee teacher.

The teacher was charged with i1lega11y
teaching evolution.

Answer
Yes or No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

')

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 His defense
prohib i t ing

caused many states to pass laws
the teaching of evolution.

10. Darror,ç wrote books on crime.
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Educational Developmental Laboratories McGraw-Hill Book Company

ffi/ //;.{T

ffi$nl#1221 A.venue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
Telephone 21 2 / 997 -1 221

December 2J, 1975

Mr. Digby Ferries
Brandon Un i vers i tY
B randon , Man i toba
Canada

Dear Mr. Ferries:

Your letter of November 28, 1975 directed to our branch office in
S-arborough, 0ntario, has just been referred to me for attention.

To ass
Univer
use th
Read Ì n

ist you in completing your masters thesis in reading for the
sity'of Manitoba, EDL is pleased to grant you permission to
u pårr"g"s and accompanying comprehension questions from the
o Êu" Test Selectìons indicated below:

One -5
Two -6
Three - 7

Fou r
F ive
Six

-5
-6
-6

JH .5
HSCA - 6

consent for use of the foregoing is limited to your thesis; at no

time is it intended for commercial sale" ln addition, appropriate
designation should be made in its contents giving credit to Educa-

tional Developmental Laboratories, lnc., a Division of McGraw-Hi I I

Book CompanY.

Your proposed studY, Relationshi Þo f Eve Movements tc Variations in

Readabilitv Levels s certainìY Pertinent to our area of interest.
I wonder if ¡t is Pos s i bl e for You to furn i sh us wi th a coPY uPon i ts

compl et i on.

!,le trust this wil I aid in enabl ing you to real ize your academic goal '

Donald R" Senterr truo u¿

D'rector of Product DeveloPment

copy:
M. Biel lo

DD
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APPENDIX D

PERMISSION FOR THE STUDY
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M ACPH ERSON
CHAIRMAN Ø4n prurrùan þr\¿aaL fiirtixian $u" 4û

J. L, MILNE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLg

f. wlLLl^MS H. L, STEWART
A55¡9IANf SUPERT N7€NÞENTCHAIRMAN tul plcuerrth $irret !ìrunù,:¡r, pï{nrritolrn $z$ +pi:

CORN ELL
Y.IREAsURER

R, M. SWAYZE
ASSISTANT SUPERII{TENOENI

E. HEPTNSIALL
fÉ SEC..YREASUREN

March 2B+h, 1972,

Mr. D. D. Ferries,
Readïng & Study Ski I ls Special ist,
Brandon University,
Brandon, Man î toba .

Dear Mr. Ferries:

Your letter of March 20th was presenÌed to the
School Board at its meeting held l'1arch Z-lth and the f ol low-
ing motion was passed:

t'That lhe request of Mr. D. D. Ferries of
fhe Brandon Universify sfaff for permisslon
to conduct a study in Brandon schools during
the latter parl of Apri I , t972 for fhe purpose
of investigating the eye movements of Grade
five students as a basis for his thesis for
the degree of MasTer of Education be granted.r'

Yours tru I y,

A. E. Hepinstal l,
Assoc i ate Secrefa ry-Treasurer.

AEH; eaw
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APPENDIX E

RECORD FORMS

1 Botel Reading Inventory A:

a. lVord Recognition Scoring Sheet

b. Word Opposites Test (Reading)

') Eye-Movement Photography Record
Sheet

3. Comprehension Answer Sheet



Directíons: Use the following codes in response
column:

correct word {
mispronunciation M (and word said)
substitution S (and word said)
refusal (after 5 seconds) R
To get percentage of accuracy, multiply num-
ber of errors by 5 and deduct total from 100.

A (Pre-Prímer)

Word Response

Date

Instructional

Teacher

B (Prömer) C @irst)
Response Response

Score. 

-Eo

Score 

-qo89)25747s2271

coring Sheet

Word

about

as

be

by

could

fast

friend

guess

hen

how

long

mitten

never.

old

party

sat

some

tell

tree

walk

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11. ,

L2.

13.

L4.

1Þ.

L6.

L7.

18.

19.

20.

Word

all

aI

boat

but

do

duck

find

stuI

he

kitten

like

now

out

put

sa\ry

stop

thank

there

three

train

a

ball

blue

come

father

get

have

house

in

ir

little

make

mother

not

play

ride

see

to

want

will

Score 7o
Copyright @. 196l bv Follett Educational Corporationí All
rights resewed. No portion may be ¡eproduced in any fom
without written pemission of the publisher, Manufactu¡ed
in the United States of America.



D (Second-7)

Word, Response

E $econil-2) F Ghårit-r)
Word

above

bakery

broke

clown

done

face

flew

gxass

heavy

joke

leave

most

pass

pumpkin

rode

sell

sorry

strong

third

wet

Response Word

able

block

child

daddy

edge

fix

half

Indian

lot

mind

north

pile

pouÏ,

rich

secret

silver

squirrel

teeth

trap

watch

Response

1

2

3

across

balloon

best

burn

care

coat

dress

fire

gone

knew

miss

off

pig

right

shall

six

table

together

turn

wood

4.

b.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

13.

t4.

15.

16.

t7.

18.

19.

20.

Score 

-yo

Score 

-Eo

Score 

-7o



a: a :.

'.,',

G Ghår¿r-z) H Fourth)
Word

.1. act,

2. beach

3. bounce

4. chance

5. cottage

6. distance

7. except

8. fog

9. hoof

10. journey

11. lever

L2. nod

13. .peak

L4. quite

15. scared

16. shoot

Ll. spill

18. stupid

19. ticket

20. wire

Response Word

abandon

armor

borrow

chimney

costly

digest

encounter

flourish

guilty

imperial

junior

majesty

naval

papa

preparation

release

security

speaker

telegtam

underneath

Response

Scone % Score 7o

"S*
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Directions: Pick a word in each line which
means the opposite or nearly the opposite of
the numbered word. Draw a line under it.
Example:

1. no oh yes not

Namô

Dato

A
1. white
2. \ryork

3. day

4. take
5. noYúv

6. under

7. old

8. stay

9. run
1-0. man

a

yellow

funny
play

a\¡/ay

the

away

mother

here

walk
little

b

black
happv

red
give

them
over

on

open

fast
\¡/oman

c

back
play

night
find
then
out
new
go

look

work
Score %

bB
front
always

last
before

near

little
laugh
city
off
found

e

under
never

run
near

far
every

train
garden

out
lost

c

up
nothing
first
high
laugh
hungry
cry

fish
behind
top

.d

little
moïe

will
after
next
better
funny
friend
on

all
Seore ,,, 'qo

1.

,

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

back

eveïy

fast
pTLZe

in
bis
little
farm
high
good

Convrisht O 1970 bv Follett Eduetional Corpomtion. Previ-
ouÁ 

-edition-copyright 
@ 1966 by Fotlett Eduiational Corpo-

ration. No poition may be reproduced in any fom without
mitten pemission of the publisher.
Manufach¡red in the Unit¿d States of America.,t .:

r 2a4567e9 4 757 47 g7 2t 17 o



1.

I

3.

4.

5.

6.

t.

8.

9.

10.

left
dark
happy

hard

warm
finished
young

glad

push

forget

a

above

black

loud

soft

change

thank
ago

money

pull
believe

h

right
surprise

sing
silly
cold

began

sister

seven

honk

remernber

c

change

red

laugh
large

supper

story

old

sorry
picnic

magic

d

straight
light
sad

pony

kitchen
right
teacher

laugh
straight
sure

L. easy
2. right
3. against
4. rich
5. empty
6. lead
7. whole
B. whisper
9. mean
0. dirty

'e

plenty
lisht
again
tree
plenty
enjoy
cabbage

lucky
pleasant
face

hard
rain
farm
poor
almost
follow
pass

shout
excite
clean

€-, .,d ' '

welcome trouble
wrong yes
for dark
yard good
full perhaps
important sign
part begin
enfer
clever slide
smooth black

Score _Tc
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1. ,silent,
2. swiftty
3. -'discover

4. tame
5. foolish
6. thin
7. smart
8. wide
9. husband

10. enemy

bounce
silently
Iook
ashamed
sick
thick
sting
Rarrow
uncle
escape

loud '

lonely-
lose
Iean
sorry
tall
stupid
pleasant
son
question

scare
scared
lesson
wild
sweet
short
empty
full
wife
bottom

Scone ,7o

wiggle
slowly
arrive
foolish
wise
think
mad
small
father
friend

F
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

absent
wake
careful
gather
expensive
fait
uncertain
reward
beneath
answer

a

able
morning
angel
scatter
chance
capture
simple
ribbon
above
quickly

b

present
night
devil
since
cheap
succeed
never
medal
around.
question

c

accident
throat
appetite
spoil
rich
special
sure '

punish
about
state

d

clever
sleep
careless
wide
tomorrow
laundry
freedom
answer
jov
letter '

Score '/o

C
1.

2.
o
lJ.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

ugly
noisy
moisture
merry
tough
outer
imprison
length
idle
accept

a

witch
children
dazzle
party
weary
injure
YWOrry

wisely
busy
often

b

beautiful
tight
lower
unhappy
mountain
inner
wander
wisdom
bulletin
refuse

cd
unpleasant heavy
quiet quaint
dryness sunshine
unknown teacher
weak loyal
yard overflow l

free journey
width southward
deny agree
normal loose

Score /o



1. strengthen
2. advance
3. include
4. positive
5. abundant
6. villain
7. fuequently
8. completely
9. fertile
0. surrender

stronger
retreat
angle
needless
scarce
actor
sensitive
parlor
garden
continue

weaken'
release
shelter
accept
rarely
hero
normal
partly
crude
cóncerned

support ,

correct
omit
worthwhile
insist
crisis
seldom
careful
bargain
complaint

luncheon
aPplv, :

scatter
negative
scandal
uglv
usual
simple
barren
battle

Score 

-yoI
1. accidental
2. usually
3. tardy
4. idiot
5. reluctant
6. antique
7. accurate
8, ebb
f. inferior

10. abhor

a

agreeable
readiness
strict
genius
implement
modesty
question
aspire
superior
adjust

b

intentional
normal
frequently
average
enthusiastic
modern
instructor
flattery
gentle
admire

c

timely
average
seldom
vulgar
negative
president
incorrect
flood
surplus
absent

d

trial
rarely
early
stupid
indifferent
co-operate
applv
confess
exterior
deny

Score 7o

jovial
antique
small
lawyer
irresistible
punctual
interfere
absolute
sustain
petite

b

glamorous
sympathize
refined
lawful
fragile
barren
glimmer
curiosity
intentional
figurative

c

ignorant
applaud
expansive
illusion
pertinent
citadel
imitation
current
refuse
lenient

d

drastic
naughty
acclaimed
admonish
festive
prohibit
conceal
obvious
absent
ignorant

Score 7o

e

1. colorless
2. chastise
3. restrained
4. illegal
5. irrelevant
6. prolific
7. authentic
8. obsolete
9, refute
0. literal



EYE-MOVEruãffiruT PHÕTÕffiRAPHV ffiffiÇÕMM ffiHffiffiY"

Name Age _Grade _Graph No.

Address School or

TESTING DAI'ES

DATA

GRADE EQUIVALEI{T

INDICATE PËRCENTAGE

1. part I of this t¡ble oí averages ¡s taken from "Grade Level Norms for the 0omp0!ents of the Fundamental nead¡ng Skill,"-by Stanfcrd E. Taylor, Helen- 
FiaCXenpotrl, and Janìes L. Pettec, L0L ['lcse3rch and lnl0rnìaiion Bulletin No.3, Edilcational DeveloÞmsntal Laboratories, 1960.

2. part ll of this table reprcscnts typical rcadin¿ performance characteristics for trained readers, based on the- accurnulated data of var¡ous re¡dln¿ clin¡cs
-'employing.instrunrent tiaining techniques and using eye-movenrent phot0graphy ¿s the diagnost¡c procedule by which to evaluate growth in perlormance

efficiency.

3 Frrst srade avÈIarcs atc those of pupìls caÞible cl reading silcntly nìâteriâl ol 1,8 d¡íÍicult:/ wiih at lcast 707" cornprehension, Abovc grãde 1, ¿\'erages-'àiJìtïose of atu¿¡flts ôt mid-year reading silcnily material of nìid-year difficulty v/ith at least 70% conprehensicn.

(UsH REVHR,SË SåÐE F@R €OÂÁÀÂËNTs)

&cepææffies ffi/g&ffiffi &ffimäffi@ffi * rrsr sANFûRÞ sr., wåNN¡pEG zT, MAN.

i 2 A-T RffiAÐåNG PffifiRFÕREÅAËUCffi PRÕFå!-Ë PÅRT [1 PART ¡12

Component Gracie3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11
Adv. Adv. Adv. Adv. Adv.

12Col. | 2 3 4 5

Fixations/100w. 224714 155 139 I29l2O 114 109 i05 101 96 94 90 77 65 57 48 44

Regressions/100w, 52 40 35 31 28 25 23 2L 20 19 18 17 15 11 B 5 4 2

Av. Span of Recog. .45 .57 .65 .72 .78 .83 .88 .92 .95 .99 1.041.06 1.11 1.30 1.537.752.082.27

Av. Dur. of Fix. .33 .30 .28 "27 .27 .27 .27 .27 .27 .26 .26 .25 .24 .23 .23 .22 .22 .22

Rate With Comp, B0 1 15 138 158 173 185 195 204 274 ?.24 237 250 280 340 400 480 s60 620

Conrprehension (70-80% - adequate, 90-100% -- good, 60% and belovr - retest)

Card (indicate both Level and Card No.)

&-2 RËLAT8W R. Ë. Sesle

Relative Efficiency : -Fil-1-#qe&---¡ - -_-_Grade Grade
Level

1.0
1.5

2.O
2.5

3.0

R. E.

.29

.47
.54
.63
.73
.83
.93

3.5
4.O

1 .0 4.5
1.10
1.18
1.28
1.34
t.42
1.50
L.57
1.64
t.7t
t.79
1.87
1..97

2.07
2.76
2.25
2.40
2.66
2.77
2.95
3.86
5.48
7.74

10.77
13.48

5.0

6.0
6.5

7.O
7.5

8"0

9.0
9,5

........... 10.0

..... 10.5

...........11.0
.. 1i.5
....... 12.0

..... 12.5

........... 13.0

..... 13.5
14.0

....... Adv. 1
...... Adv.2
.. Adv.3
..,... Adv.4
.. Adv.5

Òt 6f



Student No.

COMPRETIENSION

a

::,

:i

:.

::

a:

.::

I

il

:

Passage 1 Selection No. Passage 3 Selection No.

1. Yes

Z. Yes

3. Yes

4. Yes

5. Yes

6. Yes

7. Yes

8. Yes

9. Yes

10. Yes

Score %

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

1. Yes

2. Yes

3. Yes

4. Yes

5. Yes

6. Yes

7. Yes

8. Yes

9. Yes

10. Yes

Score %

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Passage 2 Selection No.

1. Yes

2. Yes

3. Yes

4. Yes

5. Yes

6. Yes

7. Yes

8. Yes

9. Yes

10. Yes

Score %

No

No

No

No

No

|,lo

No

No

No

No




